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Message from the Director

The Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) is pleased to
present the “Survival Scores Research Project” as part of our continuing
effort to develop and provide new information and strategies to enhance
law enforcement training. Additionally, the FLETC is committed to
sharing this information with the law enforcement community. The
dramatic impact of stress on performance is well recognized in the
law enforcement profession, but has not been well documented from
a research perspective. This latest research will enhance the growing
pool of knowledge in this area, and aid in identifying training
mechanisms to optimize the effectiveness of law enforcement ofﬁcers’
responses in stressful encounters.
This research-based project offers a new perspective on the future of
law enforcement training. This novel approach combines the numerous
disciplines that are integrated in the law enforcement profession and
applies them in a highly stressful environment. The ﬁrst hand documentation of the stress response
provided new and insightful information that can be directly applied to our training programs. I would
like to thank our distinguished research colleagues from the University of South Florida and Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research for their valuable insight and assistance in performing this research. I would
also like to thank our partner organizations at the FLETC who provided support and students for this
project. The FLETC remains dedicated to exploring new technologies and evaluating training practices
as we continue to focus on our responsibility of preparing law enforcement ofﬁcers to meet their everevolving responsibilities.
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Research Abstract
The Survival Scores Research Project report concludes two years of research in which the research team developed,
tested, and analyzed data comparing performance in a stressful law enforcement scenario to physiological and
psychological measures. This research was conducted with oversight and approval of the Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research Human Factors Research Review Board.
A high-stress law enforcement scenario served as the basis for testing student performance. Basic training students
from both the Criminal Investigator Training Program (CI) and Mixed Basic Police Training Program (MBPTP) were
used. Testing was done just prior to student graduation from training. The students were subjected to repeated
measures for both State and Trait Personality indicators for psychological assessments. The physiological indicators
of heart rate, blood pressure, and cortisol were also monitored for comparison to 97 law enforcement skills
performed and assessed in a stressful scenario. Background demographics to include a wide variety of experiences
and training were collected, as were basic training scores for comparison. The data set thus included 368 variables
available for analysis and comparison.
The scenario was developed by subject matter experts, with the purpose of invoking maximum stress in a law
enforcement situation. The scenario was captured entirely on ﬁlm for later analysis and scoring. The scenario was
analyzed as seven separate events that represent transition points in the level of stress invoked.
The results of the research have provided a strong correlation between stress and performance. As stress
increased, heart rate, blood pressure and cortisol levels increased. As expected, performance decreased. Serious
performance deﬁciencies were identiﬁed. Impacts on cognitive decision-making are likewise reported with speciﬁc
observations.
Recommendations include methods to enhance or revise training methodologies and the continuation of research
to more narrowly deﬁne potential development of a survival score index.
Principal Authors and Points of Contact at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center for this report are:

Valerie J.Atkins, M.S.
Branch Chief
Centers and Agency Programs
Firearms Division
912-267-2833

William A. Norris, Ph.D.
Branch Chief/Exercise Physiologist
Research and Curriculum Development
Research and Evaluation Division
912-267-2255
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Forward
During the past two years, it has been my pleasure to work with colleagues at the Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center on the Survival Score Research Project. This unique study has focused on the psychological and
physiological reactions to highly stressful situations that are likely to be encountered by law enforcement ofﬁcers
in the performance of their duties. Based on my experience in psychological research on stress and emotions over
the past forty years, I consider the Survival Score Project to be exceptionally important in evaluating the reactions of
well-trained persons to highly stressful situations. A similar study would be extremely difﬁcult to conduct in more
traditional research settings, and unlikely to address the special requirements of police ofﬁcers.
The ﬁndings of the Survival Score Research Project have important implications for the training of law enforcement
ofﬁcers to deal with highly stressful situations, and also make a signiﬁcant contribution to the research literature
on the effects of high levels of stress on performance. The FLETC staff who have worked on this project have
demonstrated outstanding ability, and are strongly committed to carrying out the demanding requirements of a
complex research program.
The ﬁndings of the Survival Score Project also demonstrate the importance of determining how those individuals
who volunteered to participate in this highly stressful study compared with the general population of FLETC
trainees from which they were selected. The fact that the participating volunteers were lower in their disposition to
experience anxiety and anger in responding to highly stressful situations than the total population of FLETC trainees
indicates that the adverse effects of the stressful situations on the performance of a more representative sample of
FLETC trainees would probably be greater than those observed for the volunteer participants.
Given the important contributions of the Survival Score Research Project to the effective training of law enforcement
ofﬁcers who are often required to respond to situations characterized by unpredictable dangers, it would be highly
desirable for FLETC to support the continuation of this unique project, and to include additional stressful scenarios
that are closely related to the stressful circumstances that are likely to be encountered by law enforcement ofﬁcers.
The ﬁndings of this research project not only have the potential to improve the training of law enforcement ofﬁcers
for dealing with the crises and emergencies encountered in high-speed pursuit and handling ﬁre arms under
stressful circumstances, but also to protect them from the consequences of performance failures that could lead to
serious injury or death.

Charles D. Spielberger, Ph.D.,ABPP, Distinguished Research Professor
Director, Center for Research in Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology
University of South Florida, Psychology Department, PCD 4118G
4202 East Fowler Avenue, Tampa, FL 33620
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Forward
I feel extremely fortunate to have had the opportunity to work on the Survival Score project with colleagues and
staff at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. The law enforcement ofﬁcer carries awesome responsibility.
While entrusted with the protection of some of the most vulnerable members of society, they sometimes must deal
with the most dangerous individuals and situations. Accurate assessments and judgments must be made and correct
actions taken in fractions of a second. A wrong or late decision can have terrible and permanent consequences.
Accordingly, the job can be extremely stressful for the ofﬁcers.
FLETC leadership is to be congratulated in having had the vision to initiate a research program aimed at evaluating
the degree to which the training program prepares graduates to perform under realistically stressful conditions. The
extremely well-designed scenario, the exceptional capabilities and professional experience of the FLETC staff and their
ability to work so well with an interdisciplinary group of scientists from outside of the law enforcement community,
have rendered this a truly unique and highly successful research effort. I can imagine no other organization capable
of doing such research with equal realism, scientiﬁc rigor and relevance to the law enforcement professional.
I think it would be extremely important to continue this research. Several new dimensions should be explored.
Ofﬁcers are in frequent contact via radio, providing an opportunity for spectral analysis of speech for developing
reliable indices of stress and predictors of performance decrements. We have clearly established that the scenario is
highly stressful and that serious, potentially life-threatening shortcomings in performance are elicited. In addition
to suggesting to staff potential changes that might be made in training, it appears that the individual students
get valuable feedback about their own capabilities and areas where more study or practice might be beneﬁcial.
Accordingly, one might consider offering students an opportunity to participate in such a scenario after the
midpoint of their training. A second scenario participation at the end of training, would then demonstrate whether
the earlier experience enhanced ﬁnal performance levels. Clearly, this project has the capability to identify training
innovations, which will increase the survivability of the law enforcement ofﬁcer.
I hope to continue our very promising research project and will be happy to provide neuroendocrine support, data
interpretation and scientiﬁc editing where requested. Finally, I will be pleased to assist with making any necessary
modiﬁcations in the protocol and to continue representing the research group to the WRAIR Institutional Review
Board.

James L. Meyerhoff, M.D.
Chief, Department of Neurochemistry and Neuroendrocrinology
Division of Neurosciences
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR)
Walter Reed,Washington, D.C. 20307
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Ofﬁcer Survival:
Responding Under Stress
Introduction
Law enforcement ofﬁcers serve the public by performing a broad range of activities that range from passive surveillance and
investigative work to the dynamic arrest situations that can quickly become violent and life threatening. Our justice system
permits the use of force only when necessary, and limits its use to speciﬁcally deﬁned situations. Thus, an ofﬁcer’s survival
depends upon his/her ability to quickly assess a situation and respond with an appropriate level of force. With legal guidelines
in place governing the “use of force,” it may appear to be a simple process for an ofﬁcer to determine the appropriate response
for a particular situation; but it is not. The decision-making environment for law enforcement ofﬁcers commonly includes
a component that has tremendous impact on the outcome - - - the factor of stress. Critical decisions often have to be made
quickly to save a life or prevent further harm. Clear, rational thinking in a life-threatening, time-urgent situation is vital
to ofﬁcer survival. All too often, however, the rational thought process must compete against the rush of adrenaline and a
professional desire to apprehend the suspect – sometimes at too high a cost.

Current signiﬁcance of the problem
The FBI Report for the year 2000 provides some alarming statistics in the area of ofﬁcer survival:
The number of law enforcement ofﬁcers feloniously killed in the line of duty was up 21.4 percent
from the previous year’s number – 51 ofﬁcers were slain in 2000, and 42 ofﬁcers were killed in
1999.
Slightly more than half (53%) of the felonious shootings took place at a distance of 0-5 feet, and
70% were at 0-10 feet. These close range killings are also representative of the ten-year period for
1991 – 2000.
Body armor appears to provide minimal protection in close range shooting scenarios, as 29 of the
47 (62%) slain ofﬁcers wore protective clothing.
Many shooting incidents occur in poorly illuminated environments, at close range, with multiple subjects, sometimes
including innocent bystanders. Most such incidents are over in less than three seconds. Many routinely recurring
situations have the potential to expose ofﬁcers to inordinate risks (domestic violence investigations, trafﬁc stops,
undercover investigations and arrests). Thus, the law enforcement ofﬁcer must maintain continuous vigilance,
exercise sound judgment, accurately assess threat level, communicate clearly, respond promptly and appropriately,
and if threat escalation warrants, rapidly change tactics to include force – if necessary, even lethal force. Our task is
to design a test paradigm reﬂective of the challenge presented by law enforcement duty.
The Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) offers several different courses which are utilized by different
Federal agencies, including the eight week Mixed Basic Course and the ten week Criminal Investigation Course.
Volunteer subjects were used from both of these courses. Accordingly, subjects in this study had completed 8 to 10
weeks of comprehensive training in all required skills and were exposed to all of the potential risks before being
1

offered the opportunity to participate in this research study. A realistic scenario was developed that required the use
of skills acquired during training. This study was designed to address the following research questions:
Can we validate our training scenarios as being realistic/highly stressful? Trainees are asked to
perform law enforcement skills in scenarios that replicate real world situations that are stressful. This
component will compare the stress response of trainees in this study to the stress response measured
in other studies designed to elicit an acute stress response.
Can speciﬁc psychological factors be identiﬁed that predict performance in a highly stressful law
enforcement encounter?
Can speciﬁc physiological factors be identiﬁed that predict performance in a highly stressful law
enforcement encounter?
Can speciﬁc physiological factors be used to identify an “optimum stress level for optimum
performance” as suggested by various authors?
What effect does high stress have on decision-making (cognitive processing)?
Once speciﬁc factors have been identiﬁed and the results of this study discussed with the many trainers and subject
matter experts, we will then focus on the second phase of this research endeavor which will attempt to answer the
more far-reaching question:
How can these identiﬁed factors be used to improve/modify instruction at FLETC, and thereby,
improve performance under stress?
Of signiﬁcant interest to this research project is the role that psychological stress has on human performance. There
is a limited amount of research in this area as few research institutions allow scientists to intentionally expose
subjects to high levels of stress, anxiety, and fear. This is, however, the type of training environment we wish to
situationally create for our trainees in order to safely replicate dangerous and stressful situations they may experience
on the job.
In order to assess the performance of numerous law enforcement skills during a high stress encounter, a scenario
was developed that required speciﬁc law enforcement skills, abilities, and knowledge during stressful situations.
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Section 1 Review of the Literature:
Physiological and Psychological Effects of Stress
Historical Origins of Stress
The emotional reactions of fear (anxiety) and rage (anger) were described by Darwin more than a century ago
(1872). Darwin noted that fear and rage vary in intensity, with fear increasing from mild apprehension or surprise
to an extreme “agony of terror.” Anger and rage are “states of mind” that vary “only in degree, and there is no
marked distinction in their characteristic signs.” Freud (1924) also believed fear (anxiety) and aggression (anger)
are inherent characteristics of human behavior that include physiological and behavioral components. The perceived
presence of danger, whether from external sources or one’s own repressed thoughts and feelings, evokes an
unpleasant emotional state which then serves to warn the individual that some form of adjustment is necessary. In
his discussion of the adaptive nature of anxiety, which prompts the individual to avoid or cope more effectively with
the danger, Freud’s “danger signal” theory is similar in many aspects to Darwin’s evolutionary concept. Behavioral
theories have clariﬁed the nature of anxiety in terms that are quite similar to the conceptual work of Freud.
Most authorities now regard human emotions as complex psychobiological states characterized by changes
throughout the body, particularly those controlled by the autonomic nervous system. It is generally accepted that
perception of a particular event will greatly inﬂuence an individual’s emotional reactions, and that differences
in personality and past experience may dispose people to respond to similar stimulus circumstances in radically
different ways (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Lazarus & Opton, 1966). According to Spielberger (1999):
The quality and intensity of the feelings that characterize emotional states seem to be their most unique and distinctive
features. Therefore, the scientiﬁc study of emotional phenomena requires the development of appropriate methods
to distinguish between qualitatively different emotional states, gauge the intensity of such states at a particular time,
and measure individual differences in how often the emotion is experienced by different people.

Deﬁning Stress and Anxiety
Spielberger deﬁned anxiety as an emotional reaction to a stimulus perceived as dangerous. This stimulus or
“stressor” results in dysphoric (restless) thoughts and feelings, unpleasant sensations, and physical changes (Hanin,
2000). If a person does not ﬁnd a stimulus threatening, then changes in anxiety should not result. The same
stimulus may be perceived as a beneﬁcial challenge to one individual, threatening to another, and neutral to a third.
Any stimulus that an individual perceives as a threat is termed a stressor. A key concept in this deﬁnition (and one
that is often overlooked) is perception. It is almost always the perception of the stimuli rather than the stimuli
itself that determines the stress response. For example, two drivers perform the identical task of driving from point
A to point B. Although all conditions are identical (ability, vehicle, route, speed, etc.), one driver “perceives” the
drive as stressful and the other driver “perceives” it as boring or even relaxing. We can measure many physiological
parameters to document the stress response, but it is the psychological computer (the brain) that determines the
nature and degree of the body’s responses.

Anxiety and Anger
The term “anxiety state” refers to an unpleasant emotional condition or state that is comparable to the conceptions
of fear originally formulated by Darwin and Freud. Anxiety states consist of consciously perceived feelings of
tension, apprehension, nervousness, and worry, and associative activation of the autonomic nervous system. These
states ﬂuctuate and vary over time as a function of the perceived danger. “Anxiety trait” refers to relatively stable
individual differences in anxiety. People who have high trait anxiety are most likely to perceive stressful situations
3

as being personally dangerous or threatening and to respond to such situations with elevations in state anxiety. The
stronger the anxiety trait, the more often the individual has experienced state anxiety in the past, and the greater
the probability that intense elevations in state anxiety will be experienced in threatening situations in the future
(Spielberger et al., 1995).
In order to reduce the ambiguity of the terms anger, hostility, and aggression (Spielberger et al, 1983),
developed the following working definitions:
The concept of anger usually refers to an emotional state that consists of feelings that vary
in intensity, from mild irritation or annoyance to intense fury and rage. Although hostility
usually involves angry feelings, this concept has the connotation of a complex set of
attitudes that motivate aggressive behaviors directed toward destroying objects or injuring
other people.... While anger and hostility refer to feelings and attitudes, the concept
of aggression generally implies destructive or punitive behavior directed towards other
persons or objects. (p. 16)

Acute Stress Versus Chronic Stress
Our study examined the effects of acute stress on performance in simulated law enforcement scenarios. Acute
stress can be deﬁned as stress that is “sudden, novel, intense, and of relatively short duration, disrupts goal-oriented
behavior, and requires a proximate response” (Salas, 1996). Such acute stress in law enforcement is the result of
the decision-maker’s response to a threat situation. Salas summarizes the stressful situation as one in which the
perception of danger exceeds one’s resources to respond.
In contrast to acute stress is chronic stress. The human body, when confronted with any type of stressor does not
return to a baseline condition immediately when the stressor is removed. This causes a change in the homeostasis of
the person. The change can be short term (acute) or long term (chronic). Chronic stress is manifested when longterm homeostatic changes lead to alterations or breakdowns in any number of body functions. Through repeated
exposure to acute stress or low stress situations, an individual can experience chronic stress symptoms. Stress
reduction programs are basically designed to minimize the effects of chronic stress.

State/Trait Anxiety –Anger Inventories
Among the many instruments available to evaluate anxiety, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI, Spielberger,
1983) is clearly the most frequently used and is generally considered the standard in the ﬁeld. We will be using the
STAI in this project, and are fortunate to have the developer of this instrument, Dr. Spielberger, working with us.

Early Physiological Research
Not only did Darwin and Freud record behavior patterns in response to emotions such as fear and rage, but also
physical reactions such as facial expressions (clenched teeth, reddened face) increased heart rate, respiration, muscle
tension, and other distinctive signs. Harvard physician-scientist Walter Cannon (1915, 1989) ﬁrst termed the “ﬁght
or ﬂight” response as a result of his research on the emotions of fear and rage in animals. These emotions disrupted
the body’s stability or balance (which he later termed “homeostasis”) and triggered the release of adrenaline.
Cannon was the ﬁrst to suggest that the brain was the controlling center for a two-fold response to an undesirable
stimulus, e.g.: the robber is dangerous (interpretation) and run from the robber (reaction & movement). The
Canadian physician and endocrinologist, Hans Selye (1936, 1978), described these external pressures with the term
“stressors” and the biological response as “stress” during his development of the “General Adaptation Syndrome”
4

(GAS). His deﬁnition of stress as the non-speciﬁc response of the body to any demand made upon it is consistent
with the research studies of stimulus-response (S-R) psychology. Selye deﬁned GAS as three distinct stages:
Alarm Reaction: Similar to ﬁght or ﬂight.
Resistance: Struggle to overcome, hard work, limited rest/sleep.
Exhaustion: Body systems crash, fatigue, errors, irritability, vulnerable to illness (colds, ﬂu, acne).
Selye’s theory was that injury, overload and fear all produce the same body reaction. He believed that both eustress
(positive) and distress (negative) produced the same initial response in the body (hence the general adaptation).
Although Selye fashioned the term “stress response,” many researchers classify Selye’s research as actually describing
“strain” as opposed to stress. Stress in many disciplines (biology, physics) is an outside or external stimulus acting
on an object or individual, whereas strain would more accurately describe the internal reaction of a body or object
to that stimulus.
Selye’s original work has been extended and modiﬁed through ongoing stress-related research. Studies have shown
that a fear (anxiety) response may not produce the same physiological response as anger. For example, John
Mason (1985) showed unique cardiovascular and endocrine responses speciﬁc to a variety of different types of
fear and anger stressors. Robert Eliot (1989) used selective measures (e.g. cardiovascular, muscular, gastrointestinal
responses) for testing stress to evaluate those prone toward excessive responses to intellectual challenge or routine
crises, and to describe individuals who over-react to mild stressors. Eliot characterized these individuals as “hot
reactors.”
Psychological perception frequently generates strong physiological manifestations. The body has been designed
from its primitive origins to be alert to danger and respond if necessary. In this context, the psychological and
physiological proﬁles are equally key and complex. Not only does the brain house the psychological orientation of
an individual, but also the command center that directs the manifestations of those desires or emotions. This would
certainly be the case with the ﬁght or ﬂight response. This response is reﬂexive in that it requires no thought or
analysis but only the basic motor capacity to attack or ﬂee. The physical display of psychological processes provides
researchers with objective indicators for the measurement and analysis of arousal, anxiety, anger, fear, and other
emotional processes that often appear subjective.

Neural Response to Stress
The central nervous system (CNS) has the complex task of collecting information, interpreting it, and responding in
an appropriate manner. The interpretation of the event by the brain may dictate that no response is necessary (you
see exactly what you expected to see) or that a dramatic response is necessary (an oncoming car is in your lane).
The manner in which the body responds to a stimulus is determined by the conﬁguration of the CNS (nature) and
what information we have stored in it (nurture). It is important to understand how the brain is designed to respond
in order to make modiﬁcations to the response process should the need arise.

Basic Wiring of the Nervous System
The nervous system is traditionally divided into two general parts based upon their location: the CNS and the
peripheral nervous system (PNS). The brain and the spinal cord comprise the CNS and are protected by the skull
and the vertebrae of the spinal column. The role of the CNS is to perform two complex functions for the body: 1)
transmit to the brain information received from the environment and/or the body (input); and 2) transmit from
5

the brain information to control muscles, glands, vessels, etc. thereby producing movement or bodily adaptations
to environment (output). The PNS consists of all nerve ﬁbers that enter or leave the CNS. The PNS essentially
provides the lines of communication throughout the body whereas the CNS performs the operations of analysis,
coordination, and determination of an appropriate response to the stimulus.
As the focal point of the CNS, the human brain is divided into three major parts: the cerebrum, cerebellum, and
brainstem. The cerebrum constitutes the largest segment of the human brain, and is divided into two large sections
called hemispheres. The outermost layer of the cerebrum is known as the cerebral cortex and controls three vital
functions for the body: 1) collection and interpretation of sensory input, 2) organization of complex motor actions,
and 3) decision making, memory, rational and moral thought. The basal ganglia are neuron cell bodies located
deep within the cerebrum. This area serves as the relay station for motor nerve signals and is a production site for
neurotransmitters.
The cerebellum communicates with the CNS through three major nerve tracts and serves to monitor and coordinate
complex patterns of motor activity. Sensory input on body position and posture is received and corrections made
to provide ﬂuid, accurate movements. At the base of the cerebrum is a complex region of nerve tracts and nuclei
(gray matter) termed the brain stem. This combination of structures links the spinal cord to the higher brain areas
previously discussed. The brain stem is comprised of numerous structures including the optic nerve tracts, pons,
pineal gland, thalamus, and hypothalamus. The thalamus serves as a primary relay station for all senses except for
smell, and channels the sensory information to the cortex for analysis. The hypothalamus, though smaller in size
than the thalamus, plays one of the primary roles in regulating homeostasis through its control of several body
functions and serves as a key link between the nervous and endocrine systems. Some of the more prominent actions
of the hypothalamus are:
1. Regulation of heart rate and arterial blood pressure.
2. Regulation of body temperature.
3. Regulation of water and electrolyte balance.
4. Regulation of sleep and wakefulness.
5. Control hunger and regulation of body weight.
6. Control of movements and secretions in the digestive system.
7. Production of hormones that stimulate the pituitary (the “master” gland) affecting growth,
other endocrine glands, reproductive glands.
Since many body functions that are modiﬁed by the stress response are the very functions that were just identiﬁed
as being under the direct or indirect control of the thalamus and hypothalamus, it is clear that the brain stem plays
a dominant role in the body’s stress response.
Although the anatomical areas of the CNS are relatively easy to identify by their location and function, it is vital
to recognize that all CNS regions are linked to other speciﬁc areas and regions. Typically, a neural response is the
compilation and integration of numerous neural regions. The response to a highly stressful event is generally the
blend of one or more CNS areas (previously mentioned) that interact with other systems and organs throughout
the body. Another method of discussing the operation of the CNS is by comparing the type of challenges (input)
6
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to the type or level of response required by the CNS. This pattern of operation or analysis is frequently identiﬁed as
a system. With regards to the stress response, two of the most prominent systems in the CNS are the limbic system
and the reticular activation system.
The limbic system includes the hypothalamus, thalamus, hippocampus, septum, and amygdala structures. These
structures center around the diencephalon and commonly include the pituitary gland. The limbic system is involved
in the process of emotional expression and to a limited extent, arousal. The limbic system modiﬁes the emotions
of anger, fear, pleasure, and sorrow. It is through the perception of a threat to the well-being or homeostasis of the
body that the CNS triggers a “ﬁght-or-ﬂight” response in an attempt to increase the body’s likelihood of survival.
The reticular formation extends from the brain stem to the diencephalon region. Although this lower portion of the
brain typically deals with basic reﬂex and basal body functions, this system monitors passage of emotional stimuli
to the cortex. The collective innervation of key areas including the cortex is known as the reticular activating system
(RAS). The term “arousal” is associated with the RAS and is synonymous with other terms such as anxious, tense, or
even “psyched-up.” Only speciﬁc stimuli are allowed to pass through the RAS to activate cortical (and sub-cortical)
areas for an appropriate response. For example, the average individual upon hearing gunshots nearby would duck
or run for the closest cover. If, however, that same individual is a ﬁrearms instructor, the sound of shooting may
produce virtually no noticeable reaction due to the reticular formation ﬁltering out stimuli and not activating
numerous systems throughout the body. At bedtime, this ﬁltering process can be elevated (sleeping through a
storm) or on selective “standby” such as a parent being able to sleep but still capable of hearing a child down the
hall call for them when they are sick.

Neural Regulation of the Cardiovascular System
The autonomic nervous system subconsciously controls basic functions of the body such as heart rate, blood pressure,
respiration, metabolism, digestion, and endocrine balance. These controls take place without conscious effort and
most of these functions are ampliﬁed through emotional factors. As mentioned previously, most organs receive dual
innervation from both the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system. In times
of stress, it is the autonomic system that prepares the body to meet the demands that may be placed upon it.
The rate and manner in which the heart beats provides meaningful information as to how the central nervous
system (CNS) reacts to a stressor. Combined with heart rate (HR) are the cardiovascular components of systolic
blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Numerous studies have examined the relationship
between a high degree of cardiovascular reactivity to stress and premature development of coronary artery disease.
The extent of this relationship of HR, SBP, and DBP response to stress has been well documented and summarized
in Sherwood and Turner, (1992). Friedman and Rosenman (1959) identiﬁed speciﬁc behavior patterns (Type A
& B personality types) and indicated that the individual with the type A characteristics of hostility, time urgency,
and high competitiveness comprise a risk factor for coronary heart disease (CHD). It is well documented that the
psychological perspective of the individual (i.e. psychological trait; personality type A/B) plays a critical role in how
a challenging event is perceived by the complex CNS and responded to by that individual. Numerous studies have
compared these psychological proﬁles to the intensity and longevity of the reaction and recovery to a stressor.

Stress Related Hormones
The hypothalamus serves as the activation center of the brain that controls the various body systems associated with
ﬁght or ﬂight. Although the nervous system and the endocrine system work in tandem during the stress response,
they are quite dissimilar in how they function. The nervous system is very precise in activating speciﬁc tissues during
a perceived threat and most structures receive direct innervation by way of the sympathetic and parasympathetic
pathways. In contrast, the endocrine system secretes hormones into the circulation and their unique chemical
structure allows them to activate the intended target structure and leave other structures essentially unaffected.
Although direct neural stimulation can activate a structure instantaneously, the effect quickly wanes due to the
depletion of the neurotransmitter. The body’s chemical messengers, hormones, continue the sustained activation
8

of the tissues (see chart). Adrenaline and noradrenaline are produced by the adrenal medulla (atop the kidneys)
and produce effects similar to those of the sympathetic nervous system. The cortex of the adrenal glands produces
aldosterone and cortisol. Cortisol promotes increases in the concentration of blood amino acids, release of fatty
acids, and formation of glucose from non-carbohydrate sources. These hormones are released into the bloodstream
as part of the normal response to exertion or psychological stress. Because of its role in regulating blood glucose
levels, cortisol is referred to as a “gluco-corticoid” to distinguish it from other adrenal cortical steroids. Through
this multi-dimensional process, the sympathetic nervous system activates numerous body systems (both neural and
hormonal) in preparation for ﬁght or ﬂight, while cortisol supplies the cells with amino acids and additional energy
that may be required during times of stress. Cortisol also plays a key role in the maintenance of an adequate blood
pressure during times of stress in order to avoid collapse. Cortisol can be measured in blood or in saliva.
In order to maintain a smooth ﬂow of action in the research scenario and to avoid psychological stress relating
to venipuncture, cortisol measures were obtained through salivary analysis. The Research Group was fortunate to
work jointly with James Meyerhoff, MD, Chief, Department of Neurendocrinology at Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research. Dr. Meyerhoff has used the salivary cortisol procedure in numerous stress-related research endeavors (J.
L. Meyerhoff et al., 1990, 1998, 2000).

Stress and Decision-Making
Not only is the brain involved in the emotional perception of stress, but it also provides the vital services of thought,
analysis, decision making. The ability to make decisions (and to make those decisions under stress) is a critical
skill for law enforcement ofﬁcers. Ofﬁcers must routinely face acutely stressful situations and make decisions that
can ultimately determine life or death. Unfortunately, “emotional” stress responses often compete with “rational”
decision-making process to create a quandary for the brain with regard to actions and desired outcomes. Rational
decision making attempts to methodically examine options and then select or perform the best one. The stress
response is more time urgent by nature, and focuses on preparing the body to “ﬁght or ﬂee” with little concern for
rational thought.
Decision-making is the process of identifying the alternative actions, weighing the potential beneﬁts, and selecting
the option with the greatest potential for a positive outcome (Salas, 1996). Most decisions are based on life
experiences, and how they ﬁt into what we know. Pierce Howard cites an example of the typical “image” drawn in
the mind of people hearing the statement; “The doctor’s son greeted his father.” The image typically created is one
of a son meeting and greeting his father, when in fact, the doctor could be his mother. Our life experiences cause us
to see things and make them ﬁt into what we already know. Most learning appears to be a process of ﬁtting newly
received information into one of our old memories.
The decision-maker will tend to immediately classify a situation, clarify the goals, determine what is likely to
happen next, and what courses of action are typical for the situation. This process is usually instantaneous and is not
consciously deliberated. The decision-maker with experience in this situation will classify it as familiar, and will
react less to stressors and have a higher expectation of the outcome.
In his book Stress and Human Performance, Salas identiﬁes various types of decision-making. First, there is analytical
decision making (rarely used in stressful situations), where options are weighed and outcomes evaluated. Second,
there is diagnostic decision making which occurs when the decision-maker cannot quickly classify a situation
based on life experiences. In these situations, the effects of stress become involved in the decision-making process.
When subjected to stress, the decision-maker adapts by resorting to simpler decision strategies and a perceptual
narrowing.
A simple model of performance (or behavior) includes input, decision-making, and output. Input includes all
stimuli that affect an individual at any one time. This includes relevant stimuli (those that are important) and
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irrelevant (stimuli that have no signiﬁcance). Decision-making describes the process of interpreting and integrating
input and selecting appropriate responses. Output is the response, behavior, or performance. Feedback refers to
the information that is provided during or after the performance. Feedback can be isolated to the speciﬁc action
itself (such as ﬁring a weapon and receiving visual, auditory, olfactory, proprioceptive stimuli, etc.) or after the
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performance (from partners, bystanders, forensics, etc.). The output is typically the culmination of numerous
processing (decision making) steps by the CNS. (Salas, 1996)
The analysis of incoming information (sensory input) can range from the simple analysis of one sensory modality
(is the room too warm?), to a complex analysis of many forms of sensory input integrated with memory and higher
brain analysis. In this second, more complex situation involving the performance of critical skills (such as making a
vehicle stop), the brain is constantly receiving, analyzing, and integrating multiple streams of data second by second
in order to make appropriate decisions. As the communication center for the body, the CNS performs the complex
process of decision making with split-second speed and sends out a fusillade of commands to multiple body sites
for appropriate responses.

Hypervigilance
Stressors increase the likelihood that decision-makers will choose the ﬁrst option they consider. While this does
not necessarily result in poor decision-making, it certainly increases the probability that the decision-making
process will be less than optimal. Once again, the amount of experience the decision-maker has directly affects
the consequences of the decision. Johnston and colleagues found that decision-making does not necessarily suffer
when the decision-maker is under stress. In a research project involving computer simulations of combat missions,
they sought to differentiate the performances of military personnel making decisions under conditions of vigilant
and hypervigilant decision-making. The term vigilant decision making refers to decisions made in an organized
fashion with consideration of all the alternatives, whereas hypervigilant decision-making occurs under a sudden
or unexpected threat or time pressure where limited alternatives are considered due to heightened perceptual
narrowing. Hypervigilance is the term often used to characterize someone in a state of panic. In Johnson’s study,
the stressors of task load, auditory distraction, and time pressure were added to force hypervigilant decision-making.
The ﬁndings indicated that hypervigilant decision-making resulted in more effective performance than vigilant
decision-making.
These results, however, are not fully supported by other research in this area. Janis and Mann (1977) characterized
hypervigilant decision making as “impulsive and disorganized” where the decision maker tends to “search frantically
for a solution, [consider] a limited number of alternatives, and then latch onto a hastily contrived solution.” They
did agree that hypervigilant training more closely duplicates real-world situations, and promotes the learning of
adaptive behaviors.
Since the perception and assessment of a threat are crucial to the decision-making process, it is vital to understand
how the decision-maker views the threat. If a situation is familiar and the individual has successfully handled similar
situations, the threat may be perceived as a challenge rather than a threat. In order to differentiate between a threat
and a challenge, “Individuals evaluate an event as threatening when the perceived danger exceeds the capacity to
respond.” Thus, threat appraisals focus on the potential harm of an event and are associated with primarily negative
emotional reactions. Individuals evaluate an event as challenging when they perceive the possibility for gain to
outweigh the potential for harm.” (Salas, 1996)

Section 1: Summary
Numerous factors affect performance under stress. Due to the broad nature of the concept of “stress,” this study
will focus on situations producing acute stress, which is sudden, novel, intense, and of short duration. Acute stress
conditions replicate many law enforcement situations that involve the critical components of decision-making and
use of force. Rational, appropriate, and well-trained responses that are stored in memory can be compromised and
overruled by the emotional, survival-oriented instincts of the brain. Through the identiﬁcation of factors that have a
positive or negative inﬂuence on performance under stress, it is hoped that this knowledge can be used to improve
the capabilities and safety of law enforcement ofﬁcers
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Section 2: Review of the Literature:Training
Training The Law Enforcement Ofﬁcer To Perform Under Stress.
As law enforcement trainers, our ultimate goal is to prepare the law enforcement trainee to effectively handle the
vastly varied demands of the occupation. Duties in any given hour can vary from the intense analytical diligence
of the investigator to a state of heightened alert and readiness. Of course, the duties may also require the law
enforcement ofﬁcer to transition from a period of calm routine to quick decisive reaction within seconds. There
is evidence that such transitions are problematic. For instance, a Department of Justice report on 40 attempted
shootings of ofﬁcers found that victim ofﬁcers returning ﬁre averaged a hit on their target 41% of the time, while
the offenders achieved a 91% hit rate. Of course, each of these ofﬁcers was reacting to being shot at (the majority
were actually shot), and under severe stress (In the Line of Fire: Violence Against Law Enforcement, Anthony J.
Pinizzotto, Ph.D., Edward F. Davis, Charles E. Miller III. US Dept of Justice, FBI, National Institute of Justice Report,
Oct. 1997). Preparing individuals for such moments is among the challenges law enforcement trainers face.
Experiential training is predicated on the assumption that the student learns from the experience. We provide
experiences and information in training that prepare students to deal with the incredibly complex skills they will
need in order to perform their jobs. Knowledge of laws, the ability to apply that knowledge, investigative skills,
people skills, writing skills, critical thinking, physical ﬁtness, and the ability to instantly react to critical, even life
threatening situations with quick actions and appropriate responses are expected of each law enforcement ofﬁcer.
Such a vast array of skills certainly requires a level of maturity. And these job requirements certainly require
training that provides ofﬁcers the proverbial “tool box” of appropriate and effective actions and responses they may
need to perform their duties. This ideal is more easily achieved in areas involving strictly cognitive performance
requirements, where the students have time to reﬂect on their teachings, review their options, and select appropriate
courses of action. Indeed, this typically comprises the great majority of their duties and responsibilities as law
enforcement ofﬁcers. Much more problematic is effective training for the tiny fraction of ofﬁcers’ duties and
responsibilities that may involve life-threatening actions and immediate responses appropriate to the situation.
Preparing ofﬁcers to make instant decisions and actions that may save lives or prevent injury is the focus of much
of our scenario based training.

The Stimulated Brain and Learning
We believe that in order to train students to respond effectively in stressful situations they must be exposed to
simulated law enforcement scenarios and practice appropriate responses under stress. However, there is evidence
that stress-inducing stimuli may reduce learning ability.
As described previously, the brain uses two key pathways (see “High and Low Road” diagram). The high brain
function of the frontal cortex receives information, analyzes it, and selects actions. This cortical pathway includes
many synaptic connections that add time to the transmission process, thus slowing reaction time. The low brain
route takes in the same information from the sensory thalamus and shoots it directly to the amygdala. The low brain
route has fewer synaptic connections and is able to respond more quickly, but the trade-off for this quicker response
is that the body tends to react to the stimulus (say, a threat) without full comprehension of its nature and severity.
The amygdala is constantly monitoring our environment for signs of danger. If danger is detected, behavioral
responses are initiated to deal with the fear. Thus, the ﬁght or ﬂight concept is invoked (LeDoux 1999).
It is not necessary for the brain to recognize a threat for a reaction to occur. Recall a time you heard a sharp, loud
noise. You reacted with a defensive maneuver such as freezing, (an involuntary response) yet you still had no
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perception of the situation and had not identiﬁed the noise as a threat (LeDoux 1999). Thus, the body, based on this
advanced sensory system of the amygdala is prepared to take action if the cortex subsequently conﬁrms the threat,
or stand down if there is no danger.
A key implication for training is that once the brain learns a coping strategy for a speciﬁc threat, the amygdala drops
out of the circuit. When you know how to cope successfully, you no longer need the amygdala as fear is no longer
aroused. (LeDoux 1999). Interestingly, physiological signs of amygdala stimulation such as increased heart rate also
disappear.

Creating Memories for Training Applications
Numerous studies by Robert Sapolsky, Bruce McEwen, Gus Pavlides, David Diamond, Tracy Shors, and Jeansok Kim
indicate that stress impairs memory. This memory impairment is the result of the disruptive effects of cortisol on
hippocampal activity, resulting in diminished ability to form explicit memories. Hormones released as a result of
a stressful encounter have an adverse impact on the prefrontal cortex, contributing to bad decision-making under
stress and these hormones also enhance the amygdala’s contribution to fear (LeDoux, 1999). These hormones, then,
reduce our ability to form memories, inhibit our ability to regulate fear by thinking and reasoning, and, via the
amygdala, amplify our reactions to fear as well our memories of the stressful situation.Two key training implications
are:
• We can store memories about potentially harmful situations
• Since we don’t know what we learned from those memories due to the hormonal inhibition of thinking
and reasoning, we may only learn a fear response that triggers a reaction that has not been adapted to deal
a appropriately with the stimulus.
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Let’s look at an example of this. An emotional arousal such as the sound of a large dog growling provides us with
an emotional stimulus. This sound triggers the stimulus to the brain based on our memories of that stimulus. We
perhaps remember the fear of a large dog, a bad encounter with a large dog. These cause an emotional arousal to
the amygdala. Our previous experience with dogs does not alone trigger any speciﬁc response. The fear response
is initiated only when the amygdala is stimulated. This translates into the amygdala transferring the cognition of
the stimulus (the growling dog) into an emotional event. At this point, we have no working memory of how to
deal with the growling dog, just the memory of the noise as something to be feared. Thus, our previously learned
fear tells us to react with fear, but has not equipped us with an appropriate response to that fear. Here again, our
emotions monopolize our consciousness. The brain’s focus becomes dominated by the fear stimulus, and reduces
our ability to process other bits of information that are coming at us (Ratey, 2002).
In the present context, our goal as trainers is to enhance our trainees’ future effectiveness and safety by creating
memories of appropriate reactions to stressful law enforcement scenarios that will enable trainees to draw on coping
experiences that are effective.
When examining the process of memory development, there are essentially two types of memory that must be
considered (LeDoux, 2002). There is working memory or short term memory and long-term or stored memory.
Working memory is best depicted as that memory we use as we accumulate and assimilate information as it arrives,
is sorted, categorized, and then “discarded” or “ﬁled.” An example of this would be a phone number you receive
from the operator and immediately dial without beneﬁt of writing it down. If you become distracted and focus
on new activities before dialing, you will not recall the numbers. Experiments have shown we can only keep a few
things in this short term memory “ﬁling cabinet.” An accepted number is seven items (LeDoux, 2002). Fortunately,
the brain is able to group ideas together and create a “chunk” of information, thereby calling this “chunk” one of
the seven items of information (LeDoux, 2002, Howard, 2000). Thus, the caller’s name of Betty Phillips becomes
not two, but one chunk of information, and the seven-digit phone number becomes one chunk of information.
Consider a decision-making task. The brain has the ability to draw information out of long-term memory into
working memory as we focus on the task at hand. In complex tasks this “executive” function allows us to switch
from activity to activity as needed.

Learning Processes
This executive function allows us to sequence information in an organized fashion so we may integrate new
information with previously learned experiences and return it to long term storage as a new memory. This process
is learning, whereby an action to be carried out is actually a “memory” of already formulated plans stored in long
term memory. In order to have “memories” of future actions, we must have rehearsed a variety of mental actions
(Ratey, 2002). Thus, we are constantly manipulating our memories and adding new data derived from experiences
to expand and reﬁne our repertoire of potential future responses. Skills learning requires us to practice, rehearse,
and integrate our physical skills and resources as necessary to formulate learned responses. With repetitive practice,
we can develop our memories and our skills. Testing learners helps them remember and retrieve these memories
with greater ease. Ron Fisher of Florida International University (Howard, 2000) summarized his ﬁndings of testing
learners:
Learners who take pre-tests do better on their ﬁnal exams.
Learners who take pretests using ﬁll-in-the-blank questions perform better than those taking
multiple-choice exams.
Learners who take tests with inferential multiple choice questions do better than those who test with
factual multiple-choice questions.
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Rather than formulate new learned experiences, we prefer to ﬁt our new learning into our old experiences. As
previously mentioned, our prior learning experiences impacted our reactions when the dog growled. Let’s look at
a non-threatening experience to better understand learning. Suppose you were to hear the following phrase, “The
nurse’s son greeted his mother”. Typically the reader might interpret that the son is greeting his mother (the nurse)
rather than the possibility the nurse is the father. This tendency is so strong in human nature that instructors should
use great care when listening to students discuss their newfound knowledge, and clarify instances of inappropriate
application to previous experiences and memories. However, the use of prior learning experiences is a marvelous
tool to convey learning. Teaching through examples based on experiences helps students modify their memories
though adaptation.

Motor Skills Learning
In motor skills learning, research performed at Johns Hopkins University determined that within the ﬁrst 5-6 hours
of practicing a new motor skill, the brain shifts the new instructions into long-term memory. While a subject is
initially practicing and learning the new motor skill, the prefrontal cortex involved in short-term memory is active.
When returning to perform the skill again 5 ½ hours later, the subject had no trouble performing the skill except
this time, the cerebrum had taken over as the brain had shifted the skill into long-term memory. This would suggest
that a newly learned skill could be impaired, confused, or lost if a person tries to learn a different motor skill task
during this critical 5-6 hour period (Ratey, 2002). An example of this would be teaching complex motor skills such
as immediate action. Primary immediate action of Tap-Rack-Re-engage represents a cognitive skill due to the proper
sequencing of the action, as well as a ﬁne motor skill of weapons manipulation. This skill is immediately followed
by the instruction of secondary immediate action of Rip-Work-Tap-Rack-Re-engage. Johns Hopkins is conducting
research on the mixing of skills with and without interference in the learning process. Until more is known, trainers
should be cautious when teaching new skills, as mixing skills during the initial learning phase may have a negative
impact on skill retention.
When we repeat a skill or answer a question correctly on an exam, we say learning has taken place. When we adapt
a skill or memory to a similar situation, we say we have transferred the learning. Ideally, transfer of learning is much
more effective if the ‘leap’ of application is not too great (Howard, 2000). For example, if you teach a student to
draw his weapon when a gun is pointed at him, it is easy to make the determination to draw his weapon if a knife
is pointed at him. It may be a leap for the inexperienced student to draw his weapon if someone displays a can of
hairspray and a cigarette lighter. Since trainers are essentially creating new memories (or more likely, modifying
old memories), we must work to create learning experiences that bridge the gaps in students’ experience. We can
do this by transferring learning in sequential steps through examples until students develop enough examples in
memory to transfer learning on their own. Effective methods include role-play, scenario training, and small-group
discussions.

Training Strategies
We’ve noted the impact of stress on our decision-making ability. We know we select from a very short menu of
responses that we’ve tried before. We know that we can teach skills and responses in a training environment with
practice. What we need to do now is transplant these training skills and options into memories created under stress
where we can control for positive learning outcomes. The reactionary skills we ask our students to perform are
exactly those; skills. Some require ﬁne motor control, some require proper sequencing of actions, and some require
life-saving movement. All require mental input. Skills training (or the mechanical aspects required to perform
a task), differs from stress training. However, the degree of success in performing a given task may vary with the
presence of strong stimuli. We now know how learning takes place. To optimize training effectiveness, we must
integrate stressful conditions into the practice environment. Such an approach will facilitate the development of
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appropriate learning memories. So how effective is the training we provide? What considerations should be taken
into account regarding training and performance under stress?

Training Methods
Below are several considerations put forth by Keinan and Friedland (1996) for training students to perform
effectively under stress:

Information Training
What should a trainee know before participating in training? Keinan and Friedland found various studies examining
the effects of students’ knowledge (or lack of knowledge) about what to expect in training. Though results were
mixed, there were strong indications that trainees performed better in training when fully and accurately informed
as to what to expect. In this context, the knowledge extends to informing individuals what is likely to occur in
stressful events and advising them of common performance errors while under stress. Recall for a moment that
memories (and thus potential responses to threats) require us to modify experiences. By providing visual examples
in our verbal presentations, we can help the student “wire the brain” to have on hand a perception of what might
happen in the stressful situation. While they will lack the emotional experience in memory, the visual memory
should enhance their ability to cope with the stimulus. Such knowledge gives trainees a perception of control.
Equally important to the trainees’ success is the knowledge that their stress is a normal reaction and that others
have performed the tasks successfully under the stressful conditions. Such information leads to greater conﬁdence
in accomplishing challenging tasks. Keinan and Friedland suggested that information on what to expect should
heighten perceived control and generate reassuring messages (emphasizing stressful reactions as normal), thus
contributing to improved performance in stress training.
An example of this type of training would be the explanation of what might occur to a student encountering a
role-player who suddenly charges towards them with a knife. In training, the student is told to react by drawing
their weapon. In reality, the student, due to innate responses, may freeze, ﬂee, or draw the weapon. All are natural
responses in the time-frame immediately following the stimulus. Knowledge of these natural responses is essential
to providing a positive learning experience.
A beneﬁt of inclusion of this training philosophy in scenario based training is the ease with which it can be added.
Creating visual images and identifying potential responses takes little time and may provide tremendous learning
beneﬁts for the student.

Intensity Training
The literature on this subject describes studies with very diverse results. Some studies of task performance
under stress demonstrated improved performance under similar conditions and that training under non-stressful
conditions did not improve performance under stressful conditions (Lazarus, 1966, Keinan and Friedland 1966).
Conversely, other studies showed that training conducted under no especially stressful conditions produced better
results than training conducted under intense stress, which resulted in decreased trainee conﬁdence in performance.
Based on their research, three elements were identiﬁed as important to successful stress training. These were 1)
familiarization with potential stressors involved in the training, 2) exposure to stressors without hindering trainee
conﬁdence, and 3) stress exposure training that does not interfere with skills acquisition. They identiﬁed several
training methods that meet these requirements
First is the practice of graduated training wherein the trainee starts with mild levels of stress, and is gradually
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exposed to more intense stress. However, research clearly indicates the trainee should not progress to a higher
level of intensity unless an acceptable level of proﬁciency is demonstrated at the next lower level. Also emphasized
is the inherent requirement to inform the trainee, in advance, of the highest level of stress that may be reached in
training.
Second is the practice of phased training. Phased training ﬁrst allows the trainee to learn the skills in a no-stress
environment. Then the trainee is exposed to stressors without having to perform the skills. In the third phase
the trainee is required to demonstrate the skills while exposed to the stressors. This method allows the trainee to
become proﬁcient in the skills, exposes the trainee to the typical stressors where performance would be expected,
and ﬁnally, allows the trainee to perform the learned skills in the stressful environment. (Salas, 1996)

Overlearning
The arguments for and against overlearning are numerous. Keinan and Friedland’s review of the literature found
overlearning an advantage where complex tasks are concerned. Overlearning could simplify these tasks and thus
make them less subject to stress. Overlearning could create automatic responses that would create less demand
for attentional consideration by the performer and thus, should be less stressful. Overlearning could also instill a
sense of control, thereby creating a lessened stress response for the individual. However, the potential pitfalls of
overlearning are disconcerting. Research indicates overlearning may limit trainees’ responses, thus inhibiting their
ability to improvise. Also, overlearning tends to induce boredom and reduces motivation. Finally, overlearning may
result in a number of competing dominant responses that could cause negative performance under stress.
While overlearning still may be a viable training option, Keinan and Friedland identiﬁed some safeguards that
should be considered:
Overlearning should be limited to tasks that will not change as the circumstances change. If the task
varies depending on the circumstances, overlearning can prove detrimental to the decision making
process and ultimately detrimental to performance.
Overlearning of different responses to similar stimuli should be avoided as performance proves
difﬁcult under stress.
Fatigue and boredom often accompany overlearning. Training should be challenging. Competitiveness
can assist the trainer in creating the challenge.

Skill training
Skill training is used to lessen the effects of stress by producing overlearned behavior. “Well-rehearsed tasks are
less prone to degradation under conditions of stress; well rehearsed tasks become ’automatic’, thus requiring less
of the individual’s attention; and well drilled tasks enhance a person’s sense of predictability and control” (Driskell
and Salas, 1991; Logan, 1985; Salas). This was found to be true for procedural tasks such as disassembly of an
M60 machine gun in a study conducted by Schendel and Hagman. The results showed an overtrained group made
65% fewer errors than a control group when retested after 8 weeks. While physical skills are readily responsive
to repetitive testing, cognitive skills apparently are more perishable. Consider the ﬁndings of Driskell, Willis and
Copper that found, “the longer the delay between the overlearning and performance, the weaker the overlearning
effect, with the beneﬁts in performance reduced by one-half after 19 days” (Orasanu and Backer, 1996).
Another beneﬁt of skill training is that it helps to generate students’ perception of the beneﬁts of the training. Two
studies cited by Orasanu and Backer indicate that the type of training may motivate individuals to perform under
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stressful conditions. In one study a group soldiers were aware their training would involve lethal agents. The other
group was trained in a non-lethal environment. On written exams both groups achieved similar scores. The ﬁrst
group however, had the perception that they were better prepared to perform if under chemical attack. A second
study concluded “exposure to serious physical threats during training yielded better training results than training
that did not involve such threats only when the soldiers concluded their training with a feeling of success.” From
this study, it appears that individual perceptions and differences are strongly related to performance under stress
(Orasanu and Backer, 1996).

Stress Exposure Training (SET)
The Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) and Dr. Joan Hall (1996) have been pro
active in developing training models that train for high stress tasks. Stress Exposure
Training (SET) was designed to answer the need to teach cognitive/behavioral stress
coping skills to service personnel. This training embodies three basic components.
These are 1) coping skills to re-channel negative thoughts into positive thoughts
and reactions, 2) problem-solving skills, and 3) the use of deep breathing to counter
physiological effects of stress. These skills are then practiced in simulated stressful
environments. The NAWC cited 17 studies showing SET training had a positive
effect on cognitive or psychomotor performance (Development of Instructional
Design Guidelines for Stress Exposure Training. J. K. Hall et al., NAWC).
Important to the development of SET training is the clear identiﬁcation of the types
of stressors encountered and the performance objectives. Hall, et. al. outlined
the need for a stress analysis, akin to a task analysis, to identify typical stressors
encountered, performance deﬁciencies likely to occur, knowledge, skills, and
abilities required to perform the duties, and any cues in the environment that
trigger use of stress coping skills.

Stress Inoculation Training
Stress Inoculation Training includes the following educational, rehearsal, and
application stages (Orasanu and Backer, 1996):
Education phase - “People learn about the different ways in which people
respond to different types of stress.”
Rehearsal stage - “individuals learn one on a number of stress management
techniques most applicable to their particular situation.” These include
relaxation, deep breathing, guided imagery, and stretching.
Application stage - “individuals apply techniques they have learned. First in
a simulated environment, then an actual stressful environment.”

Scenario Training
Many basic skills can be learned in classroom situations and in ﬁeld practice. The
majority of successful models examined here require individuals to train and
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be tested under realistic, stressful conditions in order to assure effective performance under stressful conditions.
Feedback should be provided promptly to students during this realistic training, directing them toward the desired
responses. This feedback is held in short term (electrical and neurotransmitter-mediated) memory circuits, and
may or may not be consolidated into long term memory to be available for future challenges. Consolidation and
retention involves lasting synaptic modiﬁcation, which requires protein synthesis. The occurrence of consolidation
can only be conﬁrmed by testing for speciﬁc recall of the training material. Appropriate re-testing can reinforce the
learning, as it strengthens synaptic connectivity (de Kloet, 1999).
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RESEARCH DESIGN
Performance and Physiological/Psychological Factors
A review of the literature helped set the precept for the research design. As noted, physiological responses to stress
include increases in heart rate, blood pressure, and cortisol. Existing research suggests the potential responses for an
individual involved in a stressful encounter. Siddle (1998) identiﬁed certain factors that may impede an individual’s
capacity for optimal performance in stressful situations. The research indicated that heart rate plays a major factor
in one’s ability to react. During stress, the heart rate increases and the body shifts its resources to survival functions.
As attention shifts from threat perception to threat response, one may fail to process information needed to make
appropriate decisions. One’s focus may become seriously narrowed, and ﬁne motor skills may rapidly deteriorate.
Our instinctive behavior for survival may overtake us, and we may therefore react in sub-optimal ways to the
situation. Easterbrook’s Cue-Utilization Hypothesis suggests that the individual is assumed to take in cues from the
environment or from his own movements that aid in future performances. As arousal increases there is a reduction
of cues used to regulate performance. At some optimal level of arousal, the most effective combination of attention
to relevant cues seems to exist. However, when the arousal level is further increased, there is a further restriction in
the range of cues used, many relevant cues are not included, and performance deteriorates.
This research further reported that performance is optimized when the heart rate is between 115 and 145 beats per
minute. Here, an individual can perform with ease a variety of ﬁne motor skills such as loading a weapon. As the
heart rate increases, the individual experiences a deterioration of ﬁne motor skills as well as their complex motor
skills. Complex motor skills include chambering a round, handcufﬁng a suspect, and performing weapons retention
maneuvers.
The HeartMath Research Center subjected police ofﬁcers to typical threat-based scenarios and measured the heart
rates and evaluated the performances of ofﬁcers immediately following scenario training. The heart rate recordings
show that it takes the body a considerable amount of time to recover from such intense levels of stress. In this group
of ofﬁcers, results showed that on average, heart rate remained elevated well above baseline for more than one hour
after the scenario debrieﬁng (HeartMath Research Center, 1999).
Siddle uses a unique law enforcement interpretation of the term “hypervigilance.” In his book Sharpening the Warrior’s
Edge (Siddle, 1998) he describes hypervigilance as “catastrophic failure of the cognitive processing capabilities,
leading to fatal increase of reaction time (freezing in place, failure to remember training, failure to perceive
important factors or irrational acts).” Thus, the term “hypervigilance” is used to denote what others might call
“panic” or “hyperarousal.” In this state, individuals are said to make seriously ﬂawed judgments. These terms may
also explain the statistic that only 21% of all rounds ﬁred by police ofﬁcers hit the intended target in an encounter
(FBI Uniform Crime Report, 2000).
It is necessary to note the stress reaction can be induced in a simulated environment. Speilberger et al., (1993)
deﬁned the stress reaction as the emotional reaction or response that is evoked when a person perceives a particular situation as
personally dangerous or frightening to him, irrespective of the presence or absence of a real objective danger.
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Research Goal
Using this information as a framework for the research, the study sought to assess a law enforcement trainee’s ability
to perform appropriately under the inﬂuence of high-risk (potential for lethal threat) encounters. Accordingly, we
developed a human performance paradigm to:
permit measurement of physiological and psychological indicators of arousal and their impact on
performance in a training environment simulating real-life, high-risk, highly stressful situations;
and
identify elements for development of a “survival score index” that could be used to assess a law
enforcement trainee’s ability to survive a threat encounter. This score will be used to address
individual training deﬁciencies and identify areas in which the ofﬁcer/agent might concentrate their
future continuing professional education.
To that end we selected tasks clearly identiﬁed as objectives in the ofﬁcer/agent training program which the student
had already completed. We integrated 97 of these tasks into a fast-ﬂowing, realistic scenario in such a way as to
allow the measurement of several cognitive, physiological (stress indices) and psychological responses, as well as
performance scores, at frequent time intervals. In this scenario we measured trainees’ responses to stress, elements
of performance such as perception, threat recognition, judgment, latency to respond, performance skill scores, and
ﬁnally, resilience of performance under stressful conditions. The paradigm was made stressful by:
adding environmental distracters (e.g. noise, time pressure, peer pressure and “lethal” threat in actual
combat with simunitions).
providing the subject with a ﬁxed number of cues that facilitate recognition and the escalation of
the threat.
undermining the assumed social supports (subject’s “partner” is a confederate of the experimenters,
and will make critical errors in the scenario; backup, if requested will not be available).
multitask loading (student must radio for backup while simultaneously seeking cover in the midst
of a ﬁreﬁght).
minimizing resources (e.g. minimal cover in shooting situation, weapon rigged to misﬁre). [It
should be noted that the student had previously received training speciﬁcally covering: high-speed
driving, combat against role players using simunitions, ﬁnding and using available cover as well as
speciﬁc drills on how to correct a weapons malfunction.]

Scenario Design
The scenario incorporated realism drawn from actual experiences of law enforcement subject matter experts. Role
players (instructional staff) were used for interaction with the trainee during the scenario. The trainee’s partner was
introduced as an “advanced training student” also participating in the scenario for the ﬁrst time. This partner was,
in fact, an instructor whose role was clearly deﬁned to help control the movements of the basic trainee. The student
responded to a series of dispatched activities which served to control the time and sequence of the scenario. The
actions of the trainee and partner were monitored and video recorded to more precisely evaluate stress reactions
and shifts in both psychological and physiological responses. The scenario was broken into 7 “events” denoted by
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clear transitions in the nature of the activity and the level of arousal indicated by the event. Brief descriptions of
these events follow:
1. Call in service – lowest level of stress used to establish radio communications abilities.
2. Non-Emergency Vehicle Operation driving re-test – provided escalating stress as the effect of testing
is introduced.
3. Emergency Vehicle Operation – escalating stress as the trainee is asked to complete the high-speed
qualiﬁcation course within the same testing parameters of the actual training test given three weeks
previously. A driver training instructor graded the trainee’s performance.
4. Spin-out – potentially high stress level as the clearly inept “senior partner” (a driver training
instructor) appears to lose control of the vehicle and spins “out of control” and off the course at
high speed.
5. Entry to the building – provides some de-escalation in the levels of arousal as the ofﬁcer/agents leave
the driving range to back up a supervisory ofﬁcer in trouble and enter a building to take what is
identiﬁed as a routine report. The scenario required the trainee to take a routine report of theft from
a cooperative complainant as the supervisor leaves the scene.
6. Gun take-away/shootout – maximum levels of arousal were achieved as the scenario deteriorates
with the return of the theft suspect, an escalating argument, and the decision by the “senior partner”
to remove the hostile theft suspect from the building. The “senior partner” has his weapon taken
and is shot by the suspect, who then takes the complainant hostage which he also shoots. Stress is
further escalated by loud music limiting communication, the sound of a loud, barking dog in the
adjoining room, very close quarters and very limited cover. The exit is blocked by the downed
“body” of the “senior partner.” The suspect (a ﬁrearms instructor) has cover and produces a shotgun
(simunitions) which he uses in conjunction with the downed “senior partner’s” weapon to ﬁre at
exposed parts of the trainee with simunitions rounds. The trainee’s third round in the magazine in
the weapon provided has been altered to not ﬁre, forcing the trainee to respond to the development.
The suspect is either shot by the ofﬁcer and eventually falls, or commits suicide if the ofﬁcer does
not disable the suspect.
7. Response to an internal affairs interview – de-escalating stress. Once out-of-role is called and
weapons surrendered, an immediate “post-shooting” interview is conducted with questions
including justiﬁcation for actions, recall of the events, and recall of training.
In these seven events performance attributes included: emergency vehicle operation, perception of surroundings
(presence of innocent civilians, availability of cover), threat assessment, verbal communications (clear and
appropriate to circumstances and individuals), and ﬁrearms skills (safety, weapon retention, management of weapon
malfunction, accuracy), as well as post-event ability to recall and describe actions. Scenario testing took an average
of 35 minutes per student. All scenario activity was recorded on video tape via a multitude of ﬁxed cameras.
Participants had completed all pertinent portions of the FLETC training program, which included, in addition to
intensive didactic instruction, numerous practical training exercises on speciﬁc tasks, including: ﬁeld interviewing
techniques, radio communications, emergency and non-emergency driving, ﬁrearms safety and target shooting,
interactive target shooting (including shoot/no-shoot judgment situations), managing subject non-compliance
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(passive resistance, unarmed assault, knife attacks attempts to take ofﬁcers’ weapon and assault on ofﬁcers with
ﬁrearms). Interactive practical exercises involving instructors as role players included use of non-lethal techniques
(hand-to-hand, baton and pepper spray) as well as lethal force practice involving exchange of ﬁre with armed role
players at close range using simunitions.

Subjects
The participants for this study were selected from the total volunteer population of 1268 law enforcement students
attending basic law enforcement training at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center located at Glynco, Georgia.
Participants were selected from two distinct career paths: criminal investigators or uniformed ofﬁcers. Criminal
investigators are provided basic and fundamental training in the techniques, concepts, and methodologies of
conducting criminal investigations. Uniformed ofﬁcers are provided a study of basic law enforcement concepts
that a new ofﬁcer should understand and/or be able to perform upon employment in a Federal law enforcement
organization.
Participants ranged from 21 to 51 years, with a mean of 29.37. There were 100 participants (83% male and 17%
female) and no subjects were excluded due to age or sex. The participants’ education ranged from 17% with High
School diplomas, 7% with Associate degrees, 54% with Baccalaureate degrees, and 20% with Graduate degrees.
They represented diverse ethnic backgrounds (67% were White, 13% were Black, 10% were Hispanic, 7% were
Asian/Paciﬁc Islander, and 2% were American Indian/Alaskan). Subjects were excluded from the study if they
had consumed caffeine products or smoked within 2 hours prior to any of the physiological assessments. Also,
volunteers were excluded if they had a medical problem or were taking any of the medications on the prohibited
medication list.
All participants were informed about the procedures and gave written consent before participating in the study.
There were no speciﬁc diagnostic criteria required for entry, and all participants were required to complete a
personal history questionnaire as well as completing the State Trait assessment prior to enrollment. Only volunteers
were selected for inclusion in the study.

Instruments
Physiological values (heart rate, blood pressure, and saliva) were measured before, during, and after the scenario. An
Accutracker II ™ (SunTech Medical Corp) was used to measure blood pressure and heart rate during the scenario.
A Polar Accurex Plus™ heart rate monitor and wrist watch continuously stored heart rate levels throughout the
testing. The watch face was taped over to eliminate feedback to the wearer. All values were downloaded and
analyzed at the conclusion of testing.
Salivary cortisol was collected by means of a salivette cotton swab, which was saturated in the mouth for two
minutes, stored in collection tubes, and frozen for subsequent analysis. Four specimens were taken: (1) at the start
of baseline orientation, (2) at the start of the scenario, (3) immediately after the scenario, and (4) 30 minutes after
completion of the scenario. Saliva samples were assayed for cortisol by the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
(WRAIR).
Psychological responses were estimated via self-report questionnaires administered before and after the scenario.
The instruments used to measure personality traits were the State Trait Personality Inventory (STPI) State Trait Anger
Expression Inventory (STAXI-2) (Orientation, Baseline, Pre-Scenario, and Scenario), and the Lie (L)-Scale of the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2). The State-Trait Personality Inventory (STPI) is a self-report
inventory measuring state and trait anxiety, anger, depression, and curiosity. The state and trait scales differ in item
wording and response format, to report the intensity of these emotional states and frequency of the corresponding
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personality traits. The STPI S-Anxiety scale was constructed to measure the intensity of anxiety as an emotional
state, with low scores indicating feeling calm and serene, intermediate scores indicating moderate levels of tension
and worry, and high scores reﬂecting intense anxiety, approaching terror and panic. The STPI Trait-Anxiety (TAnxiety) scale assesses individual differences in the tendency to perceive a wide range of situations as dangerous
or threatening, especially situations that involve evaluation by other individuals or threats to self-esteem.
Individuals high in T-Anxiety respond to perceived threats with more frequent and intense elevations in StateAnxiety (S-Anxiety) than individuals low in T-Anxiety. Stronger anxiety trait scores indicate the probability
that the individual will experience intense elevations of state anxiety when faced with a threatening situation.
The STPI anger scales assess the intensity and frequency that anger is expressed. State anger (S-Anger) is deﬁned as a
psychobiological state or condition consisting of subjective feelings that vary in intensity, from mild irritation or annoyance to intense fury and
rage, with concomitant activation or arousal of the autonomic nervous system (Spielberger, 1999). S-Anger ﬂuctuates over time as
a function of perceived affronts, injustice, or frustration. Trait anger (T-Anger) is deﬁned in terms of individual
differences in the frequency that S-Anger is experienced over time; individuals high in T-Anger perceive a wider
range of situations as anger provoking (e.g., annoying, irritating, frustrating) than those low in T-Anger and more
frequently experience elevations in S-Anger whenever such conditions are encountered. The STPI curiosity scales
assess curiosity as an emotional state and individual differences as a personality trait. State curiosity is closely
linked to State anxiety in that individuals high in state curiosity and low in state anxiety are exploration motivated
(i.e. thrill seekers). However, when state anxiety is higher than state curiosity, individuals tend to display
avoidance behavior (i.e., ﬂight reactions). Individuals with high trait curiosity experience curiosity states with
more frequency and at higher intensities than those with lower trait curiosity scores. High state and trait scores
typically manifest themselves among individuals who tend to seek information and experience or sensation.
While not a primary focus of this research, the STPI depression scales assess depression as an emotional state and
individual differences as a personality trait. Depression is associated with both anxiety and anger in that depressed
individuals typically experience high levels of anxiety and intense anger. These feelings are often reﬂected as low
self-esteem and hopelessness.

Administration of STPI and STAXI Inventories
The combined STPI and STAXI were administered in three phases: (1) to 1268 basic training students at the start of
their program; (2) to the 182 students who volunteered for the study during the seventh or eighth week of their
training program; (3) to 100 randomly selected volunteers upon their arrival to participate in the research scenario
(Pre-Scenario). The STPI state scales were also administered to the 100 subjects at the conclusion of the interview
portion of the scenario (Post-Scenario). The MMPI-2 was used to detect a deliberate attempt to present oneself in
a favorable light.

Evaluation
Videotapes were used to assess performance by a team of subject matter experts. Participants’ responses were
measured on elements of performance such as perception, threat recognition, judgment, latency to respond,
performance skill scores, and ﬁnally, resilience of performance under stressful conditions. In all, the research team
collected data on 368 variables. The following forms were created to collect and record the data:
Demographic Data Information Questionnaire collected variables such as age, sex, education, race, and previous law
enforcement and military experience.
Shot Placement Report recorded the number of hits to the suspect as well as whether the participant had cleared the
weapon properly.
Heart Rate/Blood Pressure Recording Sheet recorded the activity/event, time (in minutes/seconds), blood pressure
(systolic & diastolic values), and heart rate.
Scenario Performance Event Evaluation Sheet. The scenario was divided into seven events and included 97 measurable
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tasks extracted from training lesson plans. Participants were evaluated on multiple performance requirements in
each event. Lesson plans and their enabling performance objectives were identiﬁed and reviewed during the
development of the scenario. The scenario’s seven major sub-parts included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

“Call In-Service” (4 tasks)
“Complete a Non-Emergency Vehicle Operations (NEVO) course” (3 tasks)
“Complete an Emergency Vehicle Response Course” (27 tasks)
“Spin-Out” (7 tasks)
“Enter Building” (14 tasks)
“Gun Take Away/Shootout” (24 tasks)
“Response to an Internal Affairs Interview” (14 tasks).

The performance requirements for each task were “Go/No-Go or N/A (not applicable).” In addition to the
performance requirements there were two response time scores measured: (1) Response time to the dispatchers call
after the spin-out and (2) Response time after the suspect takes the partner’s weapons. The scenario was designed
to be “winnable,” with the suspect committing suicide if the ofﬁcer failed to or was unable to continue to engage
the suspect.

Equipment
Participants were provided with a remote transmitter microphone (clipped to their lapel), a police radio,
handcuffs, 3 magazines (with 10 rounds each of simunitions), magazine pouches and holster, and a Sig Sauer 9mm
semiautomatic pistol modiﬁed to ﬁre simunitions. Standard training safety equipment included a vest with groin
protection, helmet with simunitions face shield with throat protector, and Kevlar shooting gloves. Prior to the start
of the scenario, a video was shown to the trainees informing them of safety guidelines.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS
THE RESEARCH SCENARIO
The research scenario was developed to evaluate performance and decision making skills of FLETC trainees in a high
stress environment. The goal of this study was to address the following research questions:
Can we validate our training scenarios as being realistic/highly stressful? Trainees are asked to
perform law enforcement skills in scenarios that replicate real world situations that are stressful. This
component will compare the stress response of trainees in this study to the stress response measured
in other studies designed to elicit an acute stress response.
Can speciﬁc psychological factors be identiﬁed that predict performance in a highly stressful law
enforcement encounter?
Can speciﬁc physiological factors be identiﬁed that predict performance in a highly stressful law
enforcement encounter?
Can speciﬁc physiological factors be used to identify an “optimum stress level for optimum
performance” as suggested by various authors?
What effect does high stress have on decision-making (cognitive processing)?
Once speciﬁc factors have been identiﬁed and the results of this study discussed with the many trainers and subject
matter experts, we will then focus on the second phase of this research endeavor which will focus on answering
the more far-reaching question:
How can these identiﬁed factors be used to improve/modify instruction at FLETC, and thereby,
improve performance under stress?

TRAINING FINDINGS
SUMMARY OF THE 7 EVENTS
EVENT 1 – Call In-Service
Event one provided the source of performance and physiological data based on routine activities for the research
study. The low-demand requirements for proper radio communications procedures, calling in-service in a timely
fashion and responding appropriately to the dispatcher were met with a high degree of success. Overall, event one
reﬂected a 93% pass rate for all trainees tested. Radio communications showed 97.9% of the trainees passing.
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Graph 1 identiﬁes each of the events in the research scenario. Heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood
pressure baseline values were compared to those collected at the beginning (1A) and end (7C) of the
scenario. Cortisol values compare the pre-scenario value (just before 1A) to event 7C. Event scores
reﬂect the trend of performance levels as the scenario proceeded. There is a possible score of 100%
for each the 97 measured elements and based on “go/no-go” scoring. The overall performance
score was achieved by examining the “go/no-go” scores for each of the 97 elements, applying the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center standard of 70% as a passing score, and reducing the 97
elements to one number.
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EVENT 2 – Non-Emergency Vehicle Operation (NEVO)
Event 2 examined radio communication procedures and Non-Emergency Vehicle Operation (NEVO). This event
was staged to increase the stress level. First, the trainees were told they were going to be tested. Second, they
were instructed to drive on a non-emergency vehicle operation course they had never seen before. Third, the time
given to complete the course in order to achieve a passing score was purposely insufﬁcient so as to increase stress.
The overall event score showed only a 79.55% pass rate. A closer examination of the individually scored elements
indicates the trainees had a fairly high success rate on the NEVO course for techniques (i.e. did not hit the cones), but
the trainees failed the course due to the insufﬁcient time limits. Overall, the trainees were successful in performing
the skills portion of the NEVO with an average score of 89% during the scenario.
Radio communications was evaluated in this exercise, and trainees showed a high level of success in passing
evaluated elements of radio communications with 93.9% of the trainees passing.

EVENT 3 – Emergency Response (Trainee as Driver)
Event three examined the trainees on the emergency response (ER) course. This event was anticipated to increase
stress levels beyond that of the NEVO course. Unlike the NEVO course, the trainees were tested on the same range
they had previously qualiﬁed on for a comparison of retention of skills. The event was scored as it was scored in the
training environment.
First, each trainee was scored on the basis of skill, which includes techniques and the proper line of travel through
the turns. During the scenario, trainees achieved an average score of 86.58% for line of travel and technique
compared to the training average score of 91.28%. This ﬁve point reduction in score occurred three weeks after
their driver training test, and may be of interest for further research concerning the time period of skill retention.
Second, the trainees showed a decrease in ability to pass within the qualifying time limits. Trainees were tested on
the appropriate course for their program and that each had successfully qualiﬁed (passed) on three weeks prior. In
this phase of the scenario, only 67% passed in the allotted time. These scores suggest the trainees are able to retain
their skills (achieving a passing score only ﬁve points lower than the qualifying score), but the speed with which
they were able to execute those skills diminished at a faster rate.
Of interest is the comparison between training groups, which actually represent the two training programs /
curricula. One group must drive the course approximately 10 seconds faster than the other group to achieve a
passing score. All trainees took an average of 7 seconds longer to complete the course when compared to their
actual driving times in basic training. This data suggests trainees in both groups diminish at the same rate from the
set standard. Strong inference exists as to the desirability of having trainees train to the higher standard in some
activities, as the rate of diminishing ability is comparable between the two groups.
Radio communications scores remain relatively high with 94.8% of the trainees passing.

EVENT 4 – Spin-out (Trainee as passenger)
This event was designed to continue the escalation of stress for the trainees. The event found the trainee in
the passenger seat for emergency response, and relegated to handling all radio communications. All radio
communications and communications with the partner occur IMMEDIATELY AFTER the vehicle spins out at high
speed (when the car comes to a rest after the spin-out the dispatcher calls the unit). Overall trainee performance
shows only 28.28% of the trainees succeeded (met the response requirement) in this event. Only 68.7% of the
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trainees passed the radio communications performance measures. This rapid decrease in communication skills
was recorded as was the concurrent elevation of heart rate and systolic blood pressure. Once the dispatcher calls
immediately after the spin-out, the trainee is required to answer the radio within 8 seconds to receive a “go” for
this measure. After 20 seconds and two calls from the dispatcher go unanswered, the senior partner is instructed to
tell the trainee to answer the radio. This prompting response provided consistency to the scenario, but undoubtedly
altered the true response time that would have been observed had the prompting not occurred. The trainees
averaged 9.5 seconds to recognize and respond to their call sign after the spin-out. These scores provide additional
conﬁrmation that communication skills and cognitive processes diminish under events of high stress.

EVENT 5 – Arrive at scene/Enter house to take report
This event is used as a transition between event 4 and 6. It was necessary to allow a de-escalation of stress in order
to get the trainees to enter the scenario building (in accordance with principles of training). This was accomplished
by having the trainee and partner respond to an ofﬁcer needing assistance. Upon arrival, they discover that the
supervisor on scene had a radio malfunction and needed a routine report to be taken. Once inside and while taking
a report from a cooperative person, the stress level for the trainee was again increased with loud music, the sound
of a barking dog, and an escalating argument when the suspect returns to the scene. The trainees were evaluated in
communications, ofﬁcer presence, and trainee response in controlling the situation as it evolved.
Overall, the trainees posted an average score of 39.39% for this event. The trainees performed well in the areas of
ofﬁcer presence and in escalation of force by responding appropriately, creating distance and taking controlling
measures. The skills observed demonstrated the trainees were well prepared to handle escalating confrontations,
understood the principles of teamwork in a law enforcement environment, and were conscious of their actions and
responses to the growing threat. They were fully engaged in the role and used verbal commands and physical skills
to control the actions of the complainant. Their low scores in this event can be attributed to communications skills
that lowered the overall score considerably. Radio procedures and communication with the dispatcher were very
poor with only 42% passing these elements.They simply did not use the radio to call for assistance, and when they
were called by the dispatcher they failed to respond or responded incorrectly. Some even handed the radio to their
partner to respond even though the partner was dealing with the more volatile suspect while the trainee had the
cooperative complainant. The general response pattern indicated that in order to focus actions and responses on
the escalating hostilities, the trainees no longer considered other alternatives such as the use of the radio with its
potential beneﬁts of summoning assistance. They seem to have focused on events in their presence and prioritized
these events as requiring their undivided attention. This decrease in decision making ability (perceptual narrowing)
is a classic manifestation of the stress response.

EVENT 6 – Gun take-away and shoot-out
Event 6 was designed to invoke maximum stress levels. Overall, performance, deteriorated, as expected, and only
28.2% performed well enough to pass this event.. Several stress producing elements were placed in this event. The
“startle” response was invoked here, as the gun take-away and shooting occur rapidly and in a conﬁned area with
little cover and no avenue of retreat. As a result, this phase of the overall scenario saw the highest blood pressure and
heart rates recorded during the seven events.
Popular theory has long held that a loss of ﬁne and complex motor skill could be observed as a result of high stress
levels. The trainees observed in this study did not appear to be unable to perform ﬁne and complex motor skills
as noted when weapons handling skills were evaluated. Rather, they seemed to perform them in the incorrect
sequence or perform the wrong function all together, thereby producing a 25.8% success rate. Many of the trainees
tapped the top or side of the weapon as the ﬁrst stage of the immediate action drill, rather than the bottom of the
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magazine. A number merely racked the slide. More than a few would shoot, work the slide, and shoot until the
weapon was empty, sometimes pulling the trigger up to 10 times before initiating a reload. Loading exercises were
performed smoothly, though every single trainee turned their total attention to the weapon and the reload rather
than maintaining contact with the suspect as per their training. This inability to perform skills was observed to
be more the result of impaired decision-making (mental) ability rather than impaired motor capability. The low
performance scores reﬂected this impaired decision making capacity.
Further evidence of poor decision-making was noted in the trainee maintaining the position of advantage (51%
passing). The speed of the engagement and proximity of the threat forced the trainees into situations requiring
rapid decision-making. While virtually all trainees sought cover, the cover that was provided was minimal. Rather
than maintain minimal cover, many trainees left cover and exposed themselves further by turning their backs to the
suspect, charging the suspect while the suspect was shooting at them, or stepping into the middle of the room to
engage the suspect from a more direct angle. Summary scores for EVENT 6 include:
Successful performance (70% and above) was recorded in the areas of:
• Threat assessment (73.2%)
• 100% correct in judgment to shoot (70.2%)
• Consistent with use of force continuum (79.2%)
• Performed emergency reload at least once correctly (72.0%)
• Continues to engage the suspect (76.8%)
• Responded to call sign accurately –Post shooting (73.5%)
• Operated radio correctly- post shooting (70.4%)
• Responded to call sign timely- post shooting (71.2%)
These results indicate most of the trainees did recognize the man with the gun who had a hostage and shot the
partner as a threat, used appropriate force (ﬁrearms) against that threat, and continued to engage the suspect. With
two opportunities to reload, the trainees generally recognized when the slide was locked to the rear, dropped the
magazine and inserted a loaded magazine. The three remaining elements were post-shooting communications
activities that occurred after the threat was neutralized.
Mid-range performance (50%-70%) was recorded in the areas of:
• Maintains position of advantage (51.0%)
• Maintains ofﬁcer presence (68.1%)
• Properly identify when to shoot (57.9%)
• Verbal commands utilized (68.4%)
• Exercised tactical retreat (50.5%)
• During scenario gave follow-up identiﬁer –post shooting (55.6%)
• During scenario gave follow-up details- post shooting (52.2%)
• Called EMS for downed partner –post shooting (63.1%)
• Handled radio in weak hand –post shooting (65.7%)
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These data show a majority of the trainees presented themselves as in a position of authority, could identify when
to shoot, gave verbal commands, and considered or appeared to consider a tactical retreat. The four post-shooting
elements were all communications related.
Low performance (under 50%) was recorded in the areas of:
• Used proper tactics to control the suspect (30.1%)
• Performed immediate action (30.2%)
• Performed tactical reload (7.1%)
• Performed tactical magazine exchange-3 trainees tried (0.0%)
• Demonstrated proper weapons handling (25.8%)
• Incorporated tactical movement (14.0%)
• Used proper kneeling position (9.2%)
These scores show a majority of the trainees made poor tactical decisions as to courses of action, did not effectively
resort to more advanced/complex and less utilized re-loading methods, could not perform a sequence skill under
stress, did not employ tactical movement concepts of “shoot and move”, and did not use the instructed kneeling
position behind cover.
Radio communication scores were tracked throughout the scenario and the event 6 score for radio communication
shows a rise in success to 64.9% from the previous event. It should be noted the radio skills measures were
expected to take place AFTER the shooting had come to and end and the suspect was down. The trainee was then
expected to call for EMS and support, responding to the dispatcher’s questions as appropriate. These trainees,
though still observably stressed by the events, were no longer dealing with a direct threat, but were still exhibiting
the physiological effects of the stress response.

EVENT 7 – Interview/debrief
Event 7 was the debrief exercise, conducted immediately post-shooting in order to determine the effects of stress
on cognitive responses. The overall score shows a passing rate of 49.49%. While the trainees were observed to
accurately recall and relate information that occurred prior to the event 6 (gun take-away), their ability to accurately
relay information after the take-away was more noticeably inaccurate. Trainees repeatedly indicated (wrongly) the
steps they had performed to clear the malfunction when, in fact those steps did not occur. Several trainees rendered
visual hand movements sequencing tap-rack-reengage, recalling their training in a convincing manner while the
videotapes showed those actions had clearly not occurred.
Although trainees demonstrated proper use of force 70% of the time in the scenario, it could only be articulated
57% of the time during the de-brief. Evaluators viewed the tapes to determine if the student demonstrated 100%
correct judgment to shoot. The 30% that failed did so for such actions as shooting the hostage, shooting when the
target disappeared behind the wall, failing to shoot though they had the opportunity when their partner was shot,
or repeatedly shooting the suspect after he was down and inactive.
Further evidence indicating a lack of judgment was noted by the relatively slow response time in drawing the
weapon. A time value was collected once the gun was taken away from the senior ofﬁcer in the full view of the
trainee. The trainees took an average of four seconds to draw their weapons and bring it up in the direction of the
threat. No part of their training allows four seconds to draw and cover a threat. It was clear when the tapes were
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reviewed that the trainees lacked recognition and/or comprehension of the events in front of them during those
ﬁrst few seconds. Although they saw a gun (their partner’s) suddenly appear, it apparently took several seconds for
the signiﬁcance of this action to register in their mind.
The use of force was successfully articulated by 57% of the trainees, as they correctly described the moment they
perceived lethal force could be properly used. The remaining 43% typically could only identify that they had the
ability to shoot when the suspect pointed the gun at them. These trainees, though prompted to consider this further,
could not articulate the gun take-away, the shot partner, or the hostage at gun-point as actions worthy of the use of
lethal force.
The results for Event 7 verify the numerous limiting effects stress exerts on cognitive perception, recall, and decision
making skills.

SHOT PLACEMENT
Shot placement data was collected immediately following event 6. The speciﬁc performance elements recorded
were weapons clearing, number of rounds saved, shots placed on the suspect, and shot placement on the suspect
Overall performance in this element showed a 28% passing rate. Analysis determined only 3.4% of the trainees
demonstrated 70% accuracy or better when all rounds expended during the engagement were considered. Only
19.4% of all rounds ﬁred hit the suspect who was approximately 3 yards from the trainee. In addition to shots
going low, trainees scored poorly in applying ﬁre to center mass or available center mass. Approximately 20% shot
the hostage. The only performance item in the upper 50 percentile was proper clearing on the weapon, with 63%
passing this element.
Of note was the statistically signiﬁcant difference in overall shot placement scores by gender. 94.74% of females
failed the shot placement element, while 66.25% of males failed. Further analysis was conducted to examine
ﬁrearms qualiﬁcation scores achieved during training. Once again, a statistically signiﬁcant difference was, observed
(as expected), with females averaging 248 compared to 273 for males. These data would suggest that a lower degree
of accuracy in a static training environment may translate into a lower level of accuracy in a dynamic environment.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographics data were collected on each trainee and reﬂected gender, age, marital status, parental status,
hobbies, law enforcement experience, and military experience. These data were compared to program of instruction,
performance, heart rate, blood pressure, and cortisol levels. The ﬁndings were largely insigniﬁcant, showing the
group to be fairly homogenous. Differences in gender and shot placement were statistically signiﬁcant and have
previously been addressed. Law enforcement and military experience was shown to be a factor during the driving
skills portion of the scenario and the evaluation of shot placement. Differences in law enforcement experience in
event 3 (NEVO) showed those with law enforcement experience did better than those without. The difference
was statistically signiﬁcant at the .04 level. Further analysis indicated physiological data had no impact on these
differences. It is assumed those with law enforcement experience may have experience in driving police sedans.
The law enforcement advantage was again found to be signiﬁcant in event 4 (Emergency response) at the .02 level.
Finally, law enforcement experience proved an advantage for the overall score of shot placement. Those with prior
law enforcement recorded a 37.31% pass rate compared to non-law enforcement personnel who posted a 9.68%
pass rate. The difference was statistically signiﬁcant at the .004 level.

COGNITIVE SCORE
A cognitive score was extracted from the 97 elements by grouping 24 elements that required decision-making of
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the trainee during the scenario. Examples of elements include: threat assessment, identify when to shoot, used
verbal commands, and maintains position of advantage.These did not include such items as driving skills, operation
of the radio, reloads, or weapons clearing. Of the 100 trainees examined, 65.7% failed. Some of the elements were
rated on trainee performance during the entire event. An example would be if, in event 6, the trainee used good
cover most of the time but at one point turned their back on the suspect to try to open the door, they would fail the
element. These data suggest a marked decrease in the ability to make correct decisions throughout the scenario.

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO STRESS
A primary focus of this study was to examine the response(s) of the body to stress. One of the unique aspects of
the body’s reactivity to stress is as Hans Selye described, the “general” adaptation that takes place. Indeed, the body
has the same automatic response whether it is faced with a cold temperature, physical trauma, lack of oxygen, a
difﬁcult written exam, or a physical confrontation. These situations or stressors are diverse, but the response of the
body can be the same. The sympathetic nervous system immediately activates numerous body systems to prepare
for the ﬁght or ﬂight response. Two major body functions, heart rate (HR) and blood pressure, are elevated quickly
during time of stress and fortunately, are easy to monitor. The second physiological system to respond to stress and
complement the nervous system is the endocrine system. Providing a slower yet more prolonged response, the
endocrine system releases chemicals throughout the body that intensify and sustain most of the neural actions that
are already responding to the stressful stimulus.
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Heart Rate
As anticipated, HR was signiﬁcantly elevated throughout the research scenario. HR data was used to address three
research questions:
Can we validate our training scenarios as being realistic/highly stressful?
Can speciﬁc physiological factors be identiﬁed that predict performance in a highly stressful law
enforcement encounter?
Can speciﬁc physiological factors be used to identify an “optimum stress level for optimum
performance” as suggested by various authors?
The HR values did replicate values and patterns noted in comparable stress studies, although a slightly higher HR
was anticipated. The scenario was described (especially the shooting portion) as highly stressful by the participants;
however, it did not produce HR values that were comparable in intensity. Changes in other physiological components
served to support participants’ assertions that the scenario was stressful.
The previous chart also addresses the question whether HR may serve as a predictor of successful versus unsuccessful
performance of law enforcement activities. As reﬂected in the chart, there was little difference in HR between those
that passed and those that failed the seven events. Signiﬁcant differences between the pass / fail groups were noted
only at periods 4a, 4b, and 6a. As these brief periods of difference were not sustained during the scenario, it does
not appear that they play a key role in determining successful performance of law enforcement activities.
The HR values also provided important data related to another issue that was mentioned earlier in this paper, that
of the moderate effects of stress in an “inverted U” pattern. During the shooting portion of the scenario, trainees
exhibited HR’s that should have put them at an optimum stress level (if HR does indeed accurately reﬂect the level
of stress). The trainees did not, however, demonstrate optimum performance in this phase. One explanation is that,
although HR is inﬂuenced by stress, its rise is not necessarily proportionate to the intensity of the stress, and is not
a precise gauge of stress intensity.

Blood Pressure
Blood pressure readings throughout the
scenario also indicated the increasing demand
on the CNS. The systolic blood pressure (SBP)
values were signiﬁcantly elevated throughout
the scenario, reaching an average value of 169
mm Hg during event 6a and 6b with a similar
increase in 5c. As the interaction escalated
between the student and the role players, so
did the SBP value.
When comparing SBP between passing and
non-passing students in each event, there
was no noticeable difference. Systolic blood
pressure frequently provides a valid indication
of stress and its magnitude as demonstrated
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by the numerous studies that use this value to monitor reactivity in the subject. In this study, the passing students
demonstrated a similar degree of reactivity as the non-passing students.
As expected, the diastolic blood pressure (DBP) values changed relatively little during the scenario. Although there
were some sizeable changes in speciﬁc students, the average values changed very little for the group. A moderate rise
took place during event 5 when the ofﬁcers made contact with the complainant and there was the gradual escalation of
interaction between individuals. Both SBP and DBP results formed response patterns consistent with related literature.
The magnitude of SBP elevation supported the research question of stress intensity and realism. The magnitude of
increase more closely patterns that shown in the literature and may well be a better gauge of stress intensity than heart
rate – although this study did not attempt to prove it as such.

There was one signiﬁcant difference between DBP values for the passing versus the non-passing students; occurring in
event 6c. Due to the intermingling course of the DBP values between the students that performed satisfactorily and those
students who did not, it appears that DBP provides very little indication of which students will perform satisfactorily in
the scenario.
To compare the response of these three cardiovascular measures, they have been displayed in the same graph. The rapid
response of the HR and systolic blood pressure can be observed in the early phases of the research scenario.
It is interesting to note the rapid elevation of HR and SBP at the onset of the scenario while DBP is virtually
unchanged. The SBP and HR tend to mirror each other throughout the scenario and provide conﬁrmation of the
reactivity of the stress response.
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Cortisol
Cortisol levels (one of the primary indicators of the
stress response), rose signiﬁcantly during the scenario as
illustrated in the following chart.
The cortisol levels compare favorably to those reported
in other research studies using psychologically induced
stress to actuate the neuro-chemical stress response. Due
to method of collection (saliva), samples could only be
taken at speciﬁc and limited times during the scenario as
opposed to the repeated cardiovascular measures of HR,
SBP, and DBP.
The four collection periods are reﬂected in the this chart. A
comparison of the cortisol values between students receiving passing
versus non-passing scores is presented in the next chart.
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This chart compares cortisol level and performance during event 6 which included the gun
takeaway and exchange of shooting. The even distribution of scores indicates that cortisol levels
provide no information concerning how successful a student will be in this stressful encounter.
Similar to the previously described factors, the change in cortisol veriﬁed that the scenario was an
emotionally challenging one. Salivary cortisol provided a secondary method of veriﬁcation (using
the endocrine versus nervous system) and it was easy to collect samples without altering the ﬂow
of the scenario.
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Future Research and Training Implications
The collection of physiological data allowed the research team to verify that the law enforcement scenario was indeed
emotionally stressful, and afforded the subjects the opportunity to demonstrate their proﬁciency in responding under
stressful conditions. While signiﬁcant increases in heart rate, systolic blood pressure, and cortisol were documented
throughout the scenario, there were essentially no relationships among the variables and effective performance.
One explanation commonly cited in other studies is that the stress response is so highly individualized that highly
reactive individuals (high heart rate and blood pressure) may perform calmly and proﬁciently, but a subject with a
minimal stress response may make numerous errors and perform poorly. These factors indicate that the individual is
undergoing a stressful situation, but they do not indicate if that level of stress is high, low, or somewhere in between.
The results of this study generally support such a hypothesis.

Graph 2 depicts actual values for each phase of the seven events. This graph more accurately depicts the individual variances found at the moments
selected for data analysis than the linear trend lines.
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In light of these ﬁndings, it would be inaccurate to state, for example, that a speciﬁc heart rate or systolic blood
pressure value places an individual in (or out of) a high stress zone. A zone or performance level where the amount
of stress dictates perceptual and cognitive narrowing (the brain begins to limit input and mental processing) is
unique to each individual and cannot be structured into a precise zone. It was also observed that decision-making
skills appeared to be hindered when heart rate levels were elevated (through psychological/emotional stress) to
levels of 110 and 120 beats per minute (bpm). The value of 110 bpm is not a precise threshold, but is identiﬁed
here to suggest that cognitive narrowing can take place without a 150 heart rate or SBP of 170. Additionally, the
limited mental processing was induced through emotional rather than physical means. Due to a difference in
triggering mechanisms (neuromuscular stress or exercise versus emotional stress) the mental processing capacity
is far different. It would be erroneous to use physical activity alone to elevate heart rate and blood pressure in
order to simulate a highly stressful “psychological” encounter. Training under conditions of psychological/
emotional stress will better prepare the brain to perform under those conditions when the need arises. A heart
rate of 140 induced by exercise is quite common for joggers and rarely impairs their mental processing. If that same
heart rate is obtained through emotional stress, the decision making ability of the individual would most likely be
impaired. The importance is in the process of how the stress is created, rather than in the product of how the stress
is measured.

PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO STRESS
One of the ﬁrst analyses performed was to determine if the volunteers accurately reﬂected the other members of the
basic training program. The volunteers did indeed possess a proﬁle similar to their peers with slightly higher scores
for state and trait curiosity and lower scores for state and trait anxiety. For all general purposes, the volunteers were
similar to the non volunteers, and the two training programs were not signiﬁcantly different
The results of general administration of the STPI and STAXI instruments suggest that the volunteers for this stress
research study are slightly more curious than those who did not volunteer and compared to national norms, view
themselves as being less anxious during various situations. This suggests that the effects of stress on a different
research population may very well have produced a greater stress response; however, this was a law enforcement
scenario developed for law enforcement personnel and caution should be used when making any generalizations.

STPI and STAXI State and Trait scales and Physiological Data
A Pearson correlation coefﬁcient and stepwise regression analysis were used to identify physiological predictors
of performance during the scenario. The Trait and Anger values were compared to heart rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure values recorded during each of the seven scenario events, and the post-scenario cortisol sample.

Heart Rate
Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcients were calculated for heart rate (17 measurements) and the nine Trait/Anger and four
State scales. A signiﬁcant correlation was found (α = .05) for seven different Trait/Anger scales and three different
State scales. Anger In was the most frequent scale in which signiﬁcant correlations were found (eleven). Trait
Curiosity and State Anxiety were second and third with six and ﬁve signiﬁcant correlations respectively. A stepwise
regression analysis was performed comparing heart rate to the identiﬁed scales. Signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and State
scale predictors were found (α = .05) for fourteen of the seventeen measurements of heart rate. Anger In was the
most frequent scale in which signiﬁcant correlations were found (eight). State Anxiety and State Curiosity each had
four signiﬁcant coefﬁcients in the prediction equation.
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Systolic Blood Pressure
Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcients were calculated for systolic blood pressure (17 measurements) and the nine Trait/
Anger and four State scales. Weak but statistically signiﬁcant correlations were found (α = .05) for eight different
Trait/Anger scales and two different State scales. State Curiosity was the most frequent scale with eight signiﬁcant
correlations. State Depression and Trait Curiosity were second and third with six and ﬁve signiﬁcant correlations
respectively. A stepwise regression analysis was performed comparing systolic values to the identiﬁed scales. State
Curiosity was the most frequent scale with six signiﬁcant coefﬁcients in the prediction equation. State Depression
and Trait Curiosity were second and third with three and two signiﬁcant occurrences in the prediction equation.
Three of the systolic blood pressure measures had multiple signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and State scale predictors.

Diastolic Blood Pressure
Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcients were calculated for diastolic blood pressure (17 measurements) and the nine Trait/
Anger and four State scales. Weak but statistically signiﬁcant correlations were found (α = .05) for seven different
Trait/Anger scales and three different State scales. State Curiosity, Trait Curiosity, and Control Out were the most
frequent scales with ﬁve signiﬁcant correlations each. A stepwise regression analysis was performed comparing
diastolic values to the identiﬁed scales. Signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and State scale relationships were found (α = .05) for
seven of the seventeen measurements of diastolic blood pressure. State Curiosity was the most frequent scale with
three signiﬁcant occurrences in the prediction equation. Trait Curiosity was second with two signiﬁcant coefﬁcients
in the prediction equation. One of the diastolic blood pressure measures had multiple signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and
State scale coefﬁcients used in the prediction equation.

Immediate Post Cortisol
A Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcient was performed comparing the subject’s immediate- post cortisol level, the nine
Trait/Anger, and four State scales. No signiﬁcant correlations were found. A stepwise regression analysis was
conducted between the subject’s immediate- post cortisol level, the nine Trait/Anger, and four State scales. No
signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and State scale predictors were found (α = .05) for subject’s immediate- post cortisol level.

Implications of STPI / STAXI to Physiological Factors
Comparison of the measures of heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure to the trait/anger and state
scales indicates that there are numerous correlations that can be termed “statistically signiﬁcant.” The ﬁndings
associated with the stepwise regression analysis indicate that selected STPI and STAXI variables can be used to detect
relationships between physiological and psychological measures in the context of this study. Anger In was the most
frequently related scale with heart rate obtaining statistical signiﬁcance on eight of the seventeen comparisons.
State and Trait Curiosity scores show a relationship to numerous systolic blood pressure readings throughout the
scenario. Although these relationships are termed “signiﬁcant”, the strength of these relationships is minimal and
their usefulness unclear (p< 0.1 to 0.3). Understanding that “correlation does establish causation,” these minimal
relationships need to be further explored. There does appear to be some relationship between psychological states
and traits and the physiological measures in this study. The indistinct impact of these relationships is further
blurred in light of the minimal impact the physiological factors had in determining successful from unsuccessful
performance in the research scenario.
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Event 6 Score
A Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcient was performed comparing the subjects’ average Event 6 score, the nine Trait/Anger,
and four State scales. Signiﬁcant correlations (.195) were found (α = .04) for Trait Anger, for Anger Out (.196) and
(α = .039), and for Anger Index (.209) and (α = .029). No signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and State scale predictors were
found (α = .05) for the subjects’ Event 6 score in the stepwise regression analysis.

Shot Placement Score
Signiﬁcant correlations (.268) were found (α = .009) for Trait Anger and for Anger Out (.200) and (α = .041)
using the Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcient. Trait Anger was the only signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and State scale predictor
found (α = .05) for the subjects’ shot placement score using a stepwise regression analysis.

Overall Scenario Score
Trait Anger was the only scale with a statistically signiﬁcant correlation of (.318) (α = .002). Trait Anger was the
only signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and State scale predictor found (α = .05) using the stepwise regression analysis.
Cognitive Score
Signiﬁcant correlations (.267) (α = .008) were found for Trait Curiosity,Trait Anger (.248) (α = .012), Anger Out
(.211) (α = .029), and Anger Index (.216) (α = .026). Trait Curiosity was the most signiﬁcant Trait/Anger and
State scale predictor for the subjects’ cognitive score.

Implications for training and future research
The comparison of the measures of subject performance and the trait/anger and state scales indicates that there are
statistical relationships between these variables. Trait/Anger scales generally demonstrated a higher correlation than
the State scales. Even with the four state variables being signiﬁcantly elevated during the scenario; State Anxiety
93rd percentile, State Anger 79th percentile, State Depression 71 percentile, and State Curiosity 70th percentile, little
was provided in terms of predicting performance during the scenario. The components of Anger-In (the frequency
angry feelings are experienced but not expressed) and Trait Anger showed a relationship to the scenario ﬁrearms
score and shot placement along with the overall scenario score. While taking into consideration the conservative
baseline scores, these low to moderate correlations may take on greater signiﬁcance with further testing.
A ﬁnal word of caution about the interpretation of these results is in order. These are complex relationships and how
they interact will remain unclear without further research. Unintended trade-offs in performance could result from
the premature application of some of these weak predictor coefﬁcients to training.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
High-risk law enforcement scenarios often develop suddenly and unpredictably from a situation initially appearing as
routine. They demand a high level of cognitive skills for successful outcomes, in addition to a high level of training.
Cognitive responses are required, such as assessment of the situation, identiﬁcation of “friend or foe,” coordinating
actions with other ofﬁcers and dispatcher, and giving appropriate commands, as well as the decision on the use of
force. The urgency and complexity of such situations are challenging mentally, emotionally, and physically.
An assessment paradigm was created; selecting tasks exclusively from speciﬁc training previously provided the
students. A subset of critical tasks was integrated into a fast-ﬂowing, realistic scenario in such a way as to allow the
measurement of several cognitive, physiological (stress indices) and psychological responses, as well as performance
scores, at frequent time intervals. Performance attributes, which were assessed, included: emergency vehicle
operation, perception of surroundings (presence of innocent civilians, availability of cover), threat assessment,
appropriate level of use of force, verbal communications, ﬁrearms skills, as well as post-event ability to recall and
describe actions. This paradigm would allow us to collect and evaluate subject responses longitudinally, either alone
or in combination with each other in multivariate models. Moreover, the succession of settings with varying “demand
loads” and “cues” would allow evaluation of multiple factors and their reciprocal relationship to physiological
responses. The research scenario was designed to quantify the stressfulness of the paradigm, determine the effect of
stress on cognitive abilities and performance, examine the relationship of psychological and physiological indicators
to performance, and identify areas of the training which may beneﬁt from the results of this study.
The FLETC is committed to seeking new and better ways to deliver effective training to students in Federal ofﬁcer
and agent programs. This research scenario provided a format to ensure that our training programs are realistic
and challenging, without exceeding students’ capabilities. FLETC is also committed to increasing awareness of the
effects of stress on performance, as part of the training for survival of the ofﬁcers and agents. Rather than merely
providing students with speciﬁc skills of the profession, we must challenge them to be able to select appropriate
responses as required, integrating them into performance that remains resilient and effective in stressful, fast-moving
real-life incidents. Such highly ﬂuid situations demand continuous, accurate threat assessment and changing tactics.
This capacity is most critical in hose situations that rapidly escalate into crises in which life or death depends upon
instantaneous and appropriate responses.

Discussion of Research Questions
The objective of this research was to develop a “Survival Score Index” and to answer the following key research
questions:
1. Can we validate our training scenarios as being realistic/highly stressful? Trainees are asked
to perform law enforcement skills in scenarios that replicate real world situations that are
stressful. This component will compare the stress response of trainees in this study to the stress
response measured in other studies designed to elicit an acute stress response.
The results previously identiﬁed in this study indicate that law enforcement training scenarios of this
nature are indeed realistic and highly stressful. Law enforcement scenarios are particularly mentally
and emotionally demanding, and require training that addresses these unique demands. High stress
training is required to expose trainees to these conditions in order that they are prepared to respond
effectively in the ﬁeld. The degradation in cognitive skills (which in turn impairs performance) was
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demonstrated throughout the research study. It is the belief of the research team that performance
levels can be improved through a greater exposure to high stress training.
2. Can speciﬁc psychological factors be identiﬁed that predict performance in a highly stressful
law enforcement encounter?
The relationship of psychological factors to performance in a high stress encounter will require
further examination. Trait Anger is of special interest with signiﬁcant correlations found in Event
6 (Gun take-away and shooting), shot placement score, cognitive score, and overall scenario score.
The Anger Index and Anger Out values were also present in several critical areas along with Curiosity.
These relationships require closer review to explore their signiﬁcance to responding in a stressful
environment as well as how this information would be used to improve training.
3. Can speciﬁc physiological factors be identiﬁed that predict performance in a highly stressful
law enforcement encounter?
One of the more notable ﬁndings of this study was that physiological factors do indeed respond
to this type of stressful encounter, but not precisely in the manner that was anticipated. Although
heart rate does elevate with emotional stress, it did not increase to the extent we had believed it
would. Not only was the general range of heart rate responses lower than projected, but the range of
increase had no relationship to satisfactory and unsatisfactory performance. The degree of increase
in heart rate was unique to each individual and was not a limiting factor for mental or physical
performance. Heart rate guided training has been promoted by several programs as the preferred
method of choice for replicating high emotional stress. This study did not support that premise and
showed that the stress zone (as measured by heart rate) is much lower. Additionally, even when
heart rate is monitored, it provided no indication / predictability of successful performance. Low
heart rates had the same pass/fail rate as high heart rates. Systolic blood pressure values more closely
resembled the magnitude of increase previously reported in literature. Systolic values, nevertheless,
had no predictive capacity in differentiating between satisfactory and unsatisfactory performance.
4. Can speciﬁc physiological factors be used to identify an “optimum stress level for optimum
performance” as suggested by various authors?
Within the parameters of this study, there appeared to be no optimum zone of performance. When
measured by heart rate, there was no difference in success rates for trainee who had heart rates in the
low, middle, or upper portions of their heart rate zones. The “zone of optimum performance” where
individuals perform at their best may very well be identiﬁed through mental/emotional assessments,
but are not identiﬁed at a precise heart rate, blood pressure, or cortisol level physiologically. It
was the mental/emotional stress that generated the perceptual and cognitive narrowing (hence
the psychological, emotional, and physiological stress) found in this study. Occasionally, trainers
use conditioning or ﬁtness induced stress to elevate the heart rate and blood to simulate a stressful
environment.
Due to a difference in triggering mechanisms (exercise versus emotional stress), the cognitive/
mental processing capacity is far different. The acute stress scenario used in the study requires the
cerebrum to analyze thousands of pieces of information in order to respond to numerous unknown
situations. It is the brain’s perception of a potential threat and activation to the “ﬁght or ﬂight stress
response” that triggers the increased heart rate and blood pressure. In ﬁtness induced stress, the
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“perceived” threat is known - - it is the challenge of lifting a certain weight or running at a speciﬁc
pace . When individuals run, heart rate and blood pressure respond automatically. It is the exercise
dictating the cardiovascular response, as opposed to the emotions triggering the cardiovascular
response as observed in the research scenario. It would be erroneous to use physical activity solely as
a stimulus to elevate heart rate and blood pressure order to simulate a highly stressful “psychological”
encounter. Training under psychological/emotional stress will better prepare the brain to perform
under those conditions when the need arises versus having trainees exercise. The focus should be
in the process of how the stress is created (the stimulus), rather than in the product of how the stress is
measured (the response).
5.What effect does high stress have on decision-making (cognitive processing)?
This project provided repeated and measured examples of perceptual narrowing, poor decisionmaking skills, low cognitive scores, the reduced ability to perform sequential motor skills, and
diminished recall of events during high stress. Decisions to not use the radio or verbal commands,
maintain position of advantage while under ﬁre, and to shoot at inappropriate times were cognitive
decisions that produced notably poor performance. Manual skills such as reload failures, improper
clearing of the weapon and operation of the radio were physical skills negatively impacted by the
cognitive process. These ﬁndings support previous research as to the negative effects of stress on
decision-making and on performance.
As identiﬁed in the research design, one of the goals of this project was to identify elements of the
stress response that could be used to develop a “survival score index” to assist trainers in assessing
performance in a stressful training environment. This project has made signiﬁcant contributions
towards achieving that goal. Identiﬁable law enforcement skills were isolated and evaluated within
the data set. While no scoring system will be developed at this stage, this work will serve as a
foundation for knowledge of the stress effect in a law enforcement situation. Further research will
need to be conducted to test corrective training practices that will offset observed deﬁciencies in
performance.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Over 368 variables were examined in this research study which has spanned two years. The amount of data collected
is as overwhelming as it is impressive. The team has analyzed only a fraction of the data that potentially could
be rendered in a research project this size and only a small portion of the analyzed data have been presented in
this abbreviated report. These recommendations are based on the overall analyses, with limited focus on areas of
immediate concern.

Additional analysis by subject-matter experts
Further analysis could, and should be conducted with this data set. It is recommended teams be established to more
closely analyze the data and perhaps conduct further analysis of the data set in order to make decisions as to the
need for change or additional research. Potential areas to be examined more closely include but are not limited to:
communications, ﬁrearms sequencing skills, weapons handling skills, tactical retreat, and use of force.

Increase scenario-based training
A review of the literature indicates students need experiences to draw upon when rendering decisions.
Students without such experiences have difﬁculty making the leap in applying knowledge learned in
one environment to another area. Examples of this are seen daily by FLETC training staff as trainees
report inconsistencies in training that are, in fact, the students inability to transfer the knowledge
to a different set of conditions. The best way to develop these experiences is through practice in a
scenario exercise. It therefore recommended trainers consider additional scenario training.
Scenario training should be stressful in nature. Creating memories of effective actions while under
stress allows the trainee to more quickly implement appropriate actions in similar stressful situations.
Proper preparation of the student for potential outcomes of their performance under stress can also
add to the training beneﬁt of training under stress. The student will become better aware of his or
her own capabilities under stress.

Phase II of this project be approved and funded
Phase II of this project is designed to continue to focus on the goal of identifying performance indicators that lend
itself to a survival score. Areas were identiﬁed that will lay the foundation for focusing on the establishment of actual
survival scores in law enforcement training. This next phase includes the analysis of this data set for indicators of
stress and performance as well as sequencing training through stressful scenarios and recovery times essential for
optimum performance.
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